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ABSTRACT
MOBILE AGENT BASED DISTRIBUTED NETWORK MANAGEMENT -
MODELING, METHODOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS
by
Jian Ye
The explosive growth of the Internet and the continued dramatic increase for all
wireless services are fueling the demand for increased capacity, data rates, support of
multimedia services, and support for different Quality of Services (QoS) requirements
for different classes of services. Furthermore future communication networks will be
strongly characterized by heterogeneity. In order to meet the objectives of instant
adaptability to the users' requirements and of interoperability and seamless operation
within the heterogeneous networking environments, flexibility in terms of network and
resource management will be a key design issue. The new emerging technology of mobile
agent (MA) has arisen in the distributed programming field as a potential flexible way of
managing resources of a distributed system, and is a challenging opportunity for delivering
more flexible services and dealing with network programmability.
This dissertation mainly focuses on: a) the design of models that provide a generic
framework for the evaluation and analysis of the performance and tradeoffs of the mobile
agent management paradigm; b) the development of MA based resource and network
management applications. First, in order to demonstrate the use and benefits of the mobile
agent based management paradigm in the network and resource management process, a
commercial application of a multioperator network is introduced, and the use of agents to
provide the underlying framework and structure for its implementation and deployment
is investigated. Then, a general analytical model and framework for the evaluation of
various network management paradigms is introduced and discussed. It is also illustrated
how the developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate the
performances and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms. Furthermore, the design
tradeoffs for choosing the MA based management paradigm to develop a flexible resource
management scheme in wireless networks is discussed and evaluated. The integration of
an advanced bandwidth reservation mechanism with a bandwidth reconfiguration based
call admission control strategy is also proposed. A framework based on the technology
of mobile agents, is introduced for the efficient implementation of the proposed integrated
resource and QoS management, while the achievable performance of the overall proposed
management scheme is evaluated via modeling and simulation. Finally the use of a
distributed cooperative scheme among the mobile agents that can be applied in the future
wireless networks is proposed and demonstrated, to improve the energy consumption
for the routine management processes of mobile terminals, by adopting the peer-to-peer
communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks. The performance evaluation process
and the corresponding numerical results demonstrate the significant system energy savings,
while several design issues and tradeoffs of the proposed scheme, such as the fairness of
the mobile agents involved in the management activity, are discussed and evaluated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Network Management Overview
Currently, network management systems follow a platform-centric manager-agent
paradigm [1]. By using certain management protocol such as the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) in data networks or the Common Management Information
Protocol (CMIP) in telecommunication networks, raw instrumentation data are collected by
agents embedded in network elements (NEs) and are sent to central management platform
for further processing. Unlike the centralized network management system that there
is only one network manager in the domain (as shown in figure 1.1), current network
management systems generally are organized in a hierarchical structure, which divides
the network into a few subdomains and there is a Management Station (MS) (manager) in
each subdomain (figure 1.2). Each subdomain's MS is only responsible for the NEs within
its coverage. At the higher level, there is also a manager of managers that controls the
submanagers in the subdomains. By placing the manager and submanager at different levels
of the hierarchical architecture, this management structure can be expanded to a multi-level
management structure. Several hierarchical management applications that range from
Quality of Service (QoS) routing to diagnostic algorithms haven been described in the
literature [2, 3, 4].
Although the hierarchical management structure can partially solve some of the
problems of the centralized management structure, such as low scalability, low reliability
etc, it is still not an inherently distributed management architecture and does not provide
for a flexible architecture to accommodate new features and services as the Internet evolves
[5].
Internet protocol (IP), which is a universal network-layer protocol for wireline
networks, is also becoming a promising universal network layer over all wireless systems.
1
Figure 1.2 Hierarchical network management framework
2
3The explosive growth of the Internet and the continued dramatic increase for all wireless
services are fueling the demand for increased capacity, data rates, support of multimedia
services, and support for different QoS requirements for different classes of services.
Therefore issues associated with the QoS, network management and control, introduction
of new applications and system adaptability, are fast gaining critical research and
commercial importance.
Furthermore another feature that will strongly characterize the future
telecommunication networks is heterogeneity. Various access technologies and standards
co-exist in the world today, and the future communication network that will evolve
from the current networks is expected to be a combination of various multi-domain,
multi-provider, multi-technology wired/wireless systems. For instance, a sample next
generation networking topology is shown in figure 1.3. Today's many different wireless
systems, ranging from Personal Area Networks (PANs) and Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs), to wide-area cellular systems, are often not compatible with each other,
which makes it difficult for a user to roam (handoff) from one radio system to another.
In order to meet the objectives of instant adaptability to the users' requirements, and
of interoperability and seamless operation within the heterogeneous 4G environment,
flexibility in terms of network and resource management will be a key design issue for the
future mobile network architectures.
1.2 Client-Server Based Network Management Mode
The computing paradigm for the traditional network management is based on Client-Server
mode. The Client-Server paradigm leaves the network elements with passive roles in the
management procedure. The only function of the agent embedded inside the network
element is to collect raw data for management purposes. All the computation/decisions
are made at the management stations. Specifically, in the Client-Server paradigm, data
distributed in different nodes for a management task are collected by a static agent
4Figure 1.3 Hybrid wired-wireless network
embedded in these nodes. For management purposes, these data may be organized in a
Management Information Base (MIB). When some management entity at some node Von
need data from node Vi (i 0), it will send a request to the agent at that node. The agent
then gets the data from the MIB and sends it back to the management entity, which in
turn applies the algorithm on the data. If the management entity wanted to manipulate the
remote device at node Vi (e.g. make configuration changes according to the computation
result), it sends a configuration command along with the configuration specification to
the node. During this procedure, requests, replies and data are transfered among the
nodes involved into the management activity. We call these information exchanges remote
interactions.
With the progress of micro-electronic technology, today's network elements are
becoming more and more powerful and capable of executing management tasks by
themselves. Therefore in principle it is not necessary anymore to restrict the management
functions at the management stations. Based on these concepts, Management by
Delegated (MbD) has been proposed in [1] - "management processing functions can be
delegated dynamically to the network elements and executed locally rather than centrally".
5The philosophy behind the MbD is that, instead of moving raw data (management
information) from the NEs to the MS, management algorithms are sent to the NEs by the
means of mobile codes or mobile agents. Figure 1.4 demonstrates this difference.
Figure 1.4 (a): Client-Server mode (b) Mobile Code/Agent mode
1.3 Mobile Agent Technology (MAT)
The new emerging technology of agent programming has arisen in the distributed
programming field as a potential flexible way of managing resources of a distributed
system and is a challenging opportunity for delivering more flexible services and dealing
with network programmability. Distributing intelligence across the network allows the
fast exploitation of more advanced services that can dynamically adapt to the user's
requirements. The most salient feature that distinguishes agents and ordinary code is
autonomy. Agents can cooperate with other agents to carry out more complex tasks than
they themselves could handle. One special kind of agent, Mobile Agent (MA), may move
from one system to another to access remote resources [6]. This technology itself has two
basic features: mobility and agency [7]. Mobility means that the entity of the agent can
move freely among network elements via proper MA supporting platform, while agency
6implies that the MA can move and act among NEs automatically on behalf of some other
entity. Mobile agent technology enriches the design of network computing paradigm,
including the network management process.
Some of the advantages of using MAs for network management purposes include [8]:
• Reduced network load: Moving the computation (codes) to the data rather than the
data to the computation (management station) could reduce the traffic in the network,
especially when very large volumes of data are stored at the remote host.
• Reduced network latency (reaction time) which is critical for several real time
management tasks (e.g. support of mobile handcuff).
• Asynchronous and autonomous execution: This capability is important for large scale
networks and management systems that support large numbers of NEs.
• Adaptability: intelligent agents could make decision themselves depending on the
local information. They could also have the capability to distribute themselves into
network elements and cooperate with others for a certain management task.
• Scalability: traffic and computational load can be balanced among nodes involved
into the management tasks.
• Reliability: the remote interactions among different nodes may be reduced, and the
computation is affected less by the network environment or the central management
station.
• Flexibility and support of heterogeneous systems: The operations of mobile agents
only depend on the supporting platform and are independent of the NEs. This feature
is especially beneficial when the network includes several hybrid systems based on
different technologies (hardware and/or software).
71.4 Background and Research Objectives
1.4.1 Motivation and Objectives
Since mobile agent technology emerged as a promising paradigm and is much more
flexible and dynamic than the Client-Server paradigm, it has recently become an active
research and development topic. Specific problems of interest in this field include: a) MA
supporting/management platform design, b) mobile agent system security, c) modeling and
analysis of mobile agent based management systems, and d) management applications. The
latter two directions are the main focus of this dissertation.
Mobile agent platform design emphasizes the design of a general mobile agent
supporting system that has the functionality to host, create, transport, track, execute,
suspend, resume, stop and kill mobile agents. The platform also may support
communications among groups of agents. Several MA platforms have been reported in the
literature: MARS [9] at University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, MAP [10] at University
of Catania , D'Agents (formerly AGENT TCL [1 I]) at Dartmouth College, PLANGENT
[12] at Toshiba Corp., and Phoenix [13] at Intel Corp.
Security is another crucial aspect of agent systems. An adequate security model is
required in order to assure a high level of protection to the agents and the nodes, so that
nodes can be protected from the attacks of unsafe agents, and the agents can run on the
nodes of the network without being damaged. Although no security standard has yet been
set for mobile agent systems, and the issues associated with the agent security is still an
open active research topic, several solutions have been proposed in the literature trying to
solve the related problems [14, 15, 16].
Several activities that utilize MA based technology for specific traditional network
management functions have been reported in the literature. For instance in [17] an MA
based system is proposed that can help individuals easily access various networking
resources in systems that integrate realtime voice and non-realtime messaging services.
In [18] MA technology is used to enhance telecommunication services engineering, while
8[19] employs MA for QoS routing. Other applications include performance monitoring
[20], QoS management [21] and distributed measurements [22].
In most of the above mentioned effort the emphasis is still placed on the platform
used to support the specific management function, while qualitative arguments are mainly
made regarding the benefits of the use of the agent technology. Very little work has been
done in the area of modeling and analysis of the mobile agent based paradigm in order
to provide a framework that would allow a more in-depth and quantitative evaluation of
the benefits and tradeoffs of the MA paradigm vs. the traditional CS paradigm. In [23],
the authors compare the performance of mobile agent based computing paradigm with
the Client-Server paradigm in the scenario of data filtering application within wireless
networks. Assuming a pipeline model of how the filtered data is passed from Internet server
to the wireless mobile user, tradeoffs of the computational capacity of the Internet server or
mobile clients and latency of a task are discussed. In [24] a stochastic model is proposed,
that can be used to describe some behavior such as dwell time, life span and reporting
process of mobile agents, when they are used in network management systems. However,
since some statistical parameters used in that model are very difficult to be identified , this
approach is hard to be used as a guideline in practice. In [25] and [26], four main paradigms
for network computing are identified: Client-Server, code-on-demand, remote evaluation
and mobile agents. Analytical models of the overall traffic around the management
stations for the data retrieving application are proposed. From the system's point of view,
remote evaluation and code-on-demand are symmetric paradigms and could be classified
as extreme weak mobile agent paradigms: only the algorithm code is transfered between
two nodes instead of a computing entity (mobile agent). In [27] the authors attempt to build
a more comprehensive model by including additional factors, such as traffic management
cost, security overhead, etc., in the overall system modeling, for network monitoring and
data searching applications. However, those analytical models proposed in the literature
9are tightly coupled with the specific application under consideration (e.g. data searching,
data filtering) and can not be easily extended to other applications.
These observations and challenges have motivated our research concerning the
following two interrelated areas: a) the investigation and development of models that
would provide a generic framework for the evaluation and analysis of the performance
and tradeoffs of the corresponding mobile agent management paradigm; b) the application
of mobile agent technology in both wired and wireless networks for resource allocation and
management purposes.
1.4.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
• The use and the benefits of the mobile agent based management paradigm in the
network and resource management process is demonstrated, through the introduction
of a commercial application of a multioperator network, and the investigation of
the application of agents to provide the underlying framework and structure for its
implementation and deployment. It is demonstrated that the mobile agent technology
helps overcome several implementation and design issues associated with the need
for distributed operation of various network and resource management tasks and
algorithms. Such considerations include balancing of the resource management
computational load in the network, dynamic fault tolerance, customized service
provisioning.
• A general analytical model and framework for the evaluation of various network
management paradigms is introduced and discussed. It is also illustrated how
the developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate the
performances and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms, by comparing the
performances of the mobile agent based paradigm with the corresponding ones of the
Client-Server mode, under different scenarios.
10
• The design tradeoffs for choosing the MA based management paradigm to develop
a flexible resource management scheme in wireless networks is discussed and
evaluated. The integration of an advanced bandwidth reservation mechanism which
facilitates the efficient and seamless operation of the handcuff process, with a
bandwidth reconfiguration based call admission control strategy that supports flexible
QoS management, is also proposed. A framework based on the technology of mobile
agents is introduced for the efficient implementation of the proposed integrated
resource and QoS management.
• The use of a distributed cooperative scheme among the mobile agents is introduced,
that can be applied in the future wireless networks, to improve the energy
consumption for the routine management processes of mobile terminals, by
adopting the peer-to-peer communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks. The
performance evaluation process and the corresponding numerical results demonstrate
the significant system energy savings that can be achieved through the use of
the mobile agent cooperative approach, while several design issues and tradeoffs
involved in the proposed scheme, such as the fairness of the mobile agents involved
in the management activity are identified and analyzed.
1.4.3 Organization
The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows.
In chapter 2, a commercial application of a multioperator network is introduced, and
the use of agents to provide the underlying framework and structure for its implementation
and deployment is demonstrated. This chapter mainly demonstrates the use and the benefits
of the mobile agent based management paradigm in the network and resource management
process, and serves as the motivation for the work presented in the following chapter.
In chapter 3, a general analytical model and framework for the evaluation of various
network management paradigms is introduced and discussed. First, a generic interaction
11
model is introduced to provide a representation and description of the activities involved
in network management applications. Based on this generic model, various important
performance metrics are introduced and calculated analytically. Then we illustrate how the
developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate the performances
and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms, by comparing the performances of the
mobile agent based paradigm with the corresponding ones under the Client-Server mode
under different scenarios.
In chapter 4, the integration of an advanced bandwidth reservation mechanism
which facilitates the efficient and seamless operation of the handoff process, with a
bandwidth reconfiguration based call admission control strategy that supports flexible QoS
management, is proposed. A framework based on the technology of mobile agents is
introduced for the efficient implementation of the proposed integrated resource and QoS
management. Using the model and analytical evaluation process discussed in chapter 3,
the design tradeoffs for choosing the MA based management paradigm are discussed, while
the achievable performance of the overall proposed management scheme is evaluated via
modeling and simulation.
In chapter 5, a cooperation scheme among some of the mobile agents of the
management framework proposed in chapter 4 is discussed in detail, to enhance the
performance of a mobile agent based management system. Specifically we propose
and demonstrate the use of a distributed cooperative scheme among the mobile agents,
that can be applied in the future wireless networks to improve the energy consumption
for the routine management processes of mobile terminals, by adopting the peer-to-peer
communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks. The proposed scheme consists
mainly of two parts: the distributed clustering algorithm and the query-reply-report
information delivery interactions among the cluster head, member terminals and the base
stations. The performance evaluation process and the corresponding numerical results
presented demonstrate the significant system energy savings that can be achieved through
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the use of the cooperative approach. Furthermore, several design issues and tradeoffs of
parameters involved in the proposed scheme, such as the fairness, the cluster size, the
query range, etc. are discussed, analyzed and evaluated.
Finally, chapter 6 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the main contributions
and conclusions of this work, and discussing the directions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
USING MA IN MARKET DRIVEN NETWORK PROVISIONING
In this chapter we demonstrate the use and benefits of the agent based approach, by
presenting a commercial application of a multioperator network, where the use of mobile
agents can provide the underlying framework and structure for its implementation and
deployment. Specifically, we describe the efficient integration and adoption of mobile
agents and genetic algorithms in the implementation of a valuable strategy for the
development of effective market based routes for brokering purposes. In section 2.1 we first
introduce the reference multioperator network model, and formulate the routing problem
under consideration. A genetic algorithm is proposed in section 2.2, which provides a kind
of stochastic algorithm searching process in order to identify efficient resource allocation
and routing strategies. Because of the distributed nature of the routing problem, the GA
routing algorithm is integrated into the mobile agent based management architecture to
facilitate the implementation of this approach in an efficient way. The integration of the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and mobile agent management paradigm is discussed in section
2.3. Finally, in section 2.4, we present some numerical results that demonstrate the
operation and effectiveness of our strategy in some test cases, while section 2.5 concludes
this chapter.
2.1 Multi-Operator Network Model and Problem Formulation
In the wide area electronic commerce communication services and applications in an
open marketplace many types of providers are usually involved in order to complete the
end-to-end service offering. Specifically, the Service Provider (SP) is responsible for the
definition of the service characteristics and the maintenance of the customer premises
equipment, while the Network Provider (NP) provides the network infrastructure (i.e.
high-speed network). The Network Provider relieves the other parties involved in that
arrangement of the cost and effort of network management by reducing labor cost and
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capital investment. In such an arrangement, the Service Provider is essentially a customer
of the Network Provider, while the Service Provider provides the service to its own
customers or end-users (usually multiple customers with small to medium size). As a
means of competition many different Network Providers offer access to a remote Content
Provider (CP), which provides multimedia services such as voice, data and video. A
Service Provider is capable of accessing many different Network Providers to request
service. The various network operators (providers) will then be competing to sell their
network links to clients through a representative agent host, the Network Access Broker
(NAB). A SP may have more than one attachment points with a NP, for load distribution,
redundancy and reliability purposes. The Service Provider (SP) acts as a single point
of contact between a Client and multiple NABs, rather than the client having their
own negotiating agents hoping between multiple network hosts. Hence several different
customers' resource requirements can be aggregated in order to achieve a lower cost to the
individual.
For the sake of representation simplicity we can assume that for each network there
is a Management Station (MS), which maintains routing tables, network pricing, resource
updates, and other management information and network statistics. The Inter Network
Access Broker (INAB) serves as an intermediary between two neighboring networks. This
allows negotiations for access to one another's resources. This is useful either when one
network is unable to supply the requested end-to-end bandwidth asked by a SP agent, or
when the SP determines that the combination of parts of two or more network providers
could provide a more efficient and/or cost effective (for the user) resource selection. Overall
such an approach tends to offer to the user the best available resource allocation and cost at
the time of the request, and also allows network providers to avoid losing potential revenue
(by turning down a connection) if they are unable to provide a complete end-to-end cost
efficient connection at the time of the request. Rather than turning down the request,
Network A can complete portion of the connection within its network while supplement
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bandwidth will be provided from Network B, to compensate for any shortfalls or the
inefficient solutions.
Figure 2.1 Network model for agent brokering environment
A scenario that involves three competing network providers and two service
providers is illustrated in figure 2.1. The three networks are owned by three different
operators, and each one of them is responsible for resource allocation and pricing strategies
within its own environment. Moreover the three networks have some interconnection points
with each other therefore allowing traffic to flow among the different networks, as it is
expected in an open marketplace. The SP is informed periodically about the cost changes
associated with each of those interconnection points. As a means of competition all three
networks offer the same access to the remote CP.
The SP serving a particular client is responsible to identify the bestloptimal
connection path per request of the customer. Such a path may traverse one only network
or could traverse multiple networks. In the first case the only responsibility of the SP is
to select the best route at the time of the request, as reported by each individual network
provider. In the second case the SP is responsible for identifying the optimal solution
that could result as a combination of all the possible route scenarios via multiple network
providers. In this case the identification of the optimal solution becomes a complex
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optimization problem since it involves many parameters and the set of feasible solutions
can become very large.
In general the identification of optimal routes in such an environment becomes a
complex optimization problem since it involves many parameters and the set of feasible
solutions can become very large. In our research work, a genetic algorithm is used as
a means to solve this problem. In general, QoS routing with multi-constraint has been
shown to be NP-hard problem in the literature (e.g. [28]). At the same time GA presents a
good method to handle multi-constraint optimization problems and does not depend on the
properties of the problem itself. Due to the intrinsically distributed nature of the problem
under consideration, the combination of GA's parallel property that provides an efficient
method for searching large spaces can provide an overall efficient and successful solution
to the routing and resource management problems.
According to the changes in the different network conditions, Service Provider (SP)
always wants to find a cost-reasonable route for its costumers. We assume that at certain
time period, SP knows: traffic from SP to CP; QoS requirements/constraints (i.e. time delay
constraint from SP to CP); connectivity of nodes of Network Providers(NPs); bandwidth
available for each link between nodes; cost for the traffic to pass through each link and time
delay for the traffic to pass through each link.
As the number of nodes in the network increases, the searching space of finding
a route increases dramatically. Therefore it is not practical for an SP to find an optimal
route all the time. Among the objectives of this chapter is to develop a practical approach
of finding a cost-efficient route from SP to CP via nodes of multiple NPs according
to the state of the networks at that time. It should be noted here that the nodes of
interest represent the access nodes from SP to the individual networks, the edge nodes
that provide interconnectivity among the various Network Providers (i.e. INABs), andlor
egress nodes providing connectivity to the CPs. According to the multi-operator network
model described in previous section, each network provider is responsible for the resource
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management, routing updates and route discovery process within its own environment (i.e.
only among nodes belonging to this network). Any changes within the context of a single
operator are reflected by potential changes in cost and delays of the links (paths) connecting
the access nodes, edge nodes and/or egress nodes. Our algorithm aims to identify the "best
route" that could result as a combination of all the possible route scenarios via multiple
network providers.
In the following, we provide the problem formulation, under some model
simplifications and assumptions regarding the constraints. Specifically the connectivity
constraints and bandwidth requirements are handled as follows: for those pairs of nodes
that either do not have physical link between them, or the link presents insufficient available
bandwidth to handle a request, we assume that the corresponding link has a very large delay.
Thus, the problem can be described as the following optimization problem.
2.2 Genetic Algorithm Description and Operation
In general Genetic Algorithm (GA) is kind of stochastic algorithm searching process in
the solution space by emulating biological selection and reproduction. Indeed, GA has
been used to solve various optimization problems [29] and in many cases have obtained
very good results.GA only uses values of the objective function for optimization to select
genes. This makes GA very attractive as an optimization tool since it doesn't need to know
the detailed information of the system. In general we can say that GA is robustly applied
to problems with any kind of objective function. Because of GA's parallel property, it is
very suitable for large searching space cases. In this section we propose a genetic-based
algorithm in order to address the problem described in the previous section. In the following
we describe the different features and phases of our algorithm.
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2.2.1 Encoding Approach
Generally, GA can not operate directly in the search space of a specific problem. Therefore,
we must map the search space of the specific problem into the space where GA can
operate. This process is called encoding of GA. In the literature related work in using
GA as an optimization tool for finding routes for vehicles [30] or using GA to solve
the famous Traveling Salesman Problem [31] has been reported. There are several
encoding approaches mentioned in literature, such as Adjacency Representation, Ordinal
Representation, and Path Representation. Some encoding approaches are not suitable for
GA operation(crossover and mutation), and some other encoding approaches are inefficient
in searching the solution space. In our work we choose path representation approach to
naturally encode a route due to its easy implementation. That is, we list all the nodes that
the route passes through in sequence. In order to encode the route in a fixed data structure,
we fill "Os" into the empty space of the code.
For instance, in a scenario with 10 nodes in addition to the CP and SP, we can use
an array with 10 elements to represent the route. Once the number of nodes that the route
passes is less than 10, the corresponding element will be zero. In this case, we will use [1
2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0] to represent the route bellow: SP-1-2-3-4—CP.
2.2.2 Population Initialization
In order to start GA computation, we need to identify some initial population. In population
initialization process, we can randomly determine how many nodes the route will pass
through and randomly determine which node will be in the route and the sequence of the
nodes of the route. However, there will be some solutions that may violate constraints of
delay or inter-connectivity. We use "penalty method" to deal with these constraints, as
follows: a) For those links that do not exist, we assign a very large delay value to them,
b) For those routes that violate the delay constraint, we add a penalty to their cost. In our
algorithm, we use the following expression (2.3) to evaluate the weighted cost of those
Where, Cost' (route) is the weighted cost of route, Cost(route) is the function that
evaluates the total cost of the links that the route may pass through; Delay(route) is the
function that evaluates the time delay of the route; MaxDelay is the upper-bound of the
time delay constraint, a is the penalty constant(in our algorithm it is set to 2).
2.2.3 Fitness Evaluation
Fitness of the solutions are proportional to their survivability during GA computation.
Selection operation mentioned in next subsection will use these values to keep "good"
solutions and discard the "bad" solutions. For simplicity, we can use the cost of each route
as the fitness of each solution. However, in order to prevent those solutions with very
low fitness being discarded by Selection Operation of GA at the first several computation
loops of GA (this is called premature of GA), we enlarge the value of fitness of those
"bad" solutions. In this way, some "bad" solutions still have chances to survive at the
beginning of the evolution of GA and the "good" parts in them will have chances to transfer
to new generations. For convenience, we normalize the fitness of solutions to [0,1] by the
following expression(2.4).
Where MaxCost and MinCost are maximum and minimum cost of routes in each generation
of population, respectively. In first 30 computation steps of GA, we adjust those fitness less
than 0.005 to 0.005 and this helps to prevent premature efficiently.
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2.2.4 Selection Operation
The purpose of Selection Operation in GA is to keep "good" solutions while discard "bad"
solutions at the same time. So after selection operation, those solutions that have high
fitness value will survive while those solutions with low fitness value will be discarded.
This operation tries to simulate "Natural Selection" in real life.
Two selection operators are used in our algorithm. The first one is based on the
"Fitness proportional model". It is also called "Monte Carlo selection". The algorithm is
as follows:
(1) Add the fitness of all solutions; (2) Randomly generate a number between 0 and the
sum of fitness; this number is called pointer of Monte Carlo wheel; (3) Add fitness of each
solution one by one until the value is greater than the pointer. Then the last solution is
being selected.
Using this algorithm, the higher the fitness value, the bigger the chance of that
solution being chosen. The second selection operator used in our algorithm is the "best
solution Reservation". The best solution in the population will always survive and several
duplicated copies will be generated for mutation operation. In this way, the GA will always
converge to a certain "good" solution. Moreover, there will be good chance to find better
solution on the base of the best solution of each generation.
2.2.5 Crossover Operation
Because of Crossover Operation, any pair of solutions in the population have chance to
exchange part of their solution information with others. Therefore those "good" parts from
different solutions may be combined together to create a new, better solution. The two
original solutions are the "parents" of the new solutions generated.
There are are many crossover operators designed to solve different problems. K.
Uchimura et al. ([30]) proposed a new kind of adjacency based operator in Vehicle
Routing Problem. However this operator is problem specific operator and uses complicated
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computation in order to obtain good results. In this chapter, we use traditional one-point
crossover method. That is, we find a certain point of the array and swap the part before
and after the cross-point to generate two new solutions. However, because the number of
nodes the route may pass through is not fixed, it is difficult to determine a fixed crossover
point. So we designed a new dynamic crossover point method. The crossover point is
determined by: [(A + B)/4], where A and B are numbers of nodes two routes will pass
through respectively, and the operator "[ 1" is a rounding function. For example, let us
experience crossover operation; this rate is called crossover rate.
2.2.6 Mutation Operation
In mutation operation, we randomly choose a solution in the population and then change
the solution slightly to generate a new solution. In this way, we have chances to find better
solution that can not be found by only crossover operation. In our algorithm, four mutation
operators have been designed:
(1) Randomly delete a node from a route; (2) Randomly add a node into a route; (3)
Randomly delete two nodes from a route; (4) Randomly add two nodes into a route.
Only part of population will experience the mutation operation (this is called
mutation rate). In order to enhance the local searching ability, those copies of best solution
of each generation are all treated by mutation operator. In this way, GA may find out better
solution that is "close" to the best solution of each generation.
2.2.7 Repair Operation
During crossover and mutation operation, illegal representation of route may be generated
because duplicated elements (nodes) may appear in the same route. In our algorithm, we
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delete those duplicated nodes that will bring high cost to the route. For example, there may
2.2.8 Finding Route Efficiently and Dynamically
Though GA can be used to search in large solution space and obtain an optimal solution, it
usually takes a lot of time to converge to the optimal solution or GA even can only find some
other suboptimal solution instead. In practice, we usually want to find a suboptimal solution
which however is close to the optimal one. So in this approach, we use a combination of
conditions to determine when to stop our algorithm's computation. The basic idea is as
follows. After a minimum number of trails(MinTrails), if the algorithm has found feasible
solution and has made no more improvement for a specific period of time, we will have it
stopped. In our algorithm the "improvement" is presented by the average cost change rate
of the best solution of certain generation. This change rate is evaluated by the following
expres sion(2 .5).
where, we assume the cost of the best solution of that generation changes at ith step and
C hangeRate(k) is the average change rate of cost at kth step(k > i). Once this value is
less than a certain lower-bound(MinChangeRate), we may stop GA computation.
As time passes by, the price of each link and congestion of the network will change
gradually. So when new traffic comes, SP will re-compute routes for customers. During
the dynamic operation of the system, in oder to improve the efficiency of our algorithm,
we considered the approach of taking advantage of results of last computation. Surat
Tanterdtid etc. [32] has discussed how to re-use past solution for adaptive VPs assignment.
They proposed to mix certain "training genes" into the initial population of the new route
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computation. However, we found that this will lead to premature and prevent GA to find
better solutions. Instead of mixing past solution into initial solution of GA, we mix the past
solution into population after 70% of MinTrails of GA loops. In this way, we can still take
advantage of the results of last computation and prevent premature at the same time. If the
network conditions change smoothly, we can take advantage of the past best solution of
last computation. If the network conditions change dramatically at a certain time and the
optimal route may totally differ from the past solution, GA will not take advantage of past
best solution by mixing past solution into the population during GA computation.
2.2.9 Flow Chart of the Algorithm
The following flow chart (figure 2.2) summarizes the algorithm's operation.
Figure 2.2 Flow chart of GA
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2.3 Integration of Genetic Algorithms and Mobile Agents
Due to the intrinsically distributed nature of the optimization problem under consideration,
mobile agent based management architecture can be successfully adopted to collect the
input data of the genetic algorithm. A set of daemon and messenger agents will monitor
and retrieve traffic measures from SP to CP, while other daemon agents will monitor and
evaluate the time delay for the traffic to pass through each link. Due to the flexibility of the
agent system, the measure of a new and different parameters can be added to the system
in a very efficient way. In fact, it is necessary only to develop the agent with the actual
code for getting that parameter: then it can be dynamically executed in the most convenient
place of the network.
What is important to stress here is how the underlying agent architecture may interact
with the genetic algorithm itself. We assume that an SP may host a particular kind of
agent (named broker agent) which is in charge of identifying the optimal path to manage a
specific connection request. The interaction among a broker agent and the algorithm may
occur according to the following strategies.
1. The broker agent is able to execute the algorithm in run-time upon the request from
the PC client.
2. The broker agent sends a request to a network node where the genetic algorithm can
be executed. The optimal path is then sent back to the broker agent, which activates
the setup procedure.
3. A set of optimal paths for different pairs of PC client and content providers are stored
in a database (eventually distributed) which is accessed from the broker agent to
retrieve the more convenient path to satisfy the specific request. Once the connection
is established, the genetic algorithm can be re-executed in order to identify a more
convenient path, if the case.
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These various strategies present many different trade offs that range from the distributed
nature of the strategy and its corresponding complexity, to the accuracy of the network
state information and optimality of the identified routes, to the users' and providers'
specifications and requirements. For instance the third strategy does not assume a real-time
execution of the genetic algorithm, thus allowing a fast satisfaction of the user request.
Such choice might not be optimal; this is why a new path could be identified by an
off-line execution of the algorithm. Such an approach also allows a loose interaction with
agents dedicated to the retrieval of fresh and updated parameters to be used as input to the
genetic algorithm. Of course, if network performance and reliability change due to some
reason, monitoring agents distributed in the system will promptly react to pass the genetic
algorithm the new data to recompute the new optimal paths.
In the following we provide a detailed description of the actual integration of the
genetic based algorithm in the framework of mobile agents and identify the roles of the
individual elements (e.g. various agents) involved in the overall operation. Specifically,
as shown in figure 2.3, Broker Agents (BrkA), Messenger Agents (MA), Browser Agents
(BA) and Daemon Agents (DA) are used to migrate among different network elements
to implement the proposed routing algorithm. Even though GA is proposed to solve the
optimization problem in our reference model, other method could also be used and can be
embedded into our MA based framework.
Once the PC client needs a connection to the CP, a Messenger Agent will be
sent from PC client to SP containing information about the upper bound of setup time
delay of the connection and the corresponding QoS requirements. After receiving
the Messenger Agents from PC client, SP creates a Broker Agent to deal with this
connection requirement. This Broker Agent creates Messenger Agents containing source
and destination information, as well as QoS requirements, and multicasts the agents to
each NAB that it is connected with. Then the Broker Agent in SP waits for the Agents
from NABS to obtain the routing solution according to the scheme depicted in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Algorithm for Broker Agent in SP to choose a route for its client
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As seen by the flow chart in figure 2.4 in order to control the connection setup
time a timer is used to determine the deadline of the route searching procedure. If the
Broker Agent receives a Messenger Agent from NAB with satisfactory routing solution
before the expiration of the timer the route searching process stops and this solution is
selected. Otherwise, when the timer expires the Agent chooses the best route among the
route candidates found until that time.
Each NAB also creates a Broker Agent to deal with the connection when it receives
the Messenger Agents with the corresponding connection request from the SP. Then three
kinds of agents are used to implement the routing algorithm as follows:
• Browser Agent:
Browser Agent will be created and sent to nodes inside the individual private network
that the NAB belongs to. These agents will collect resource information such as
available bandwidth, delay of the link, price of the link etc. In a similar way the
Broker Agent in each NAB will also send out Browser Agents to INABs to see if it
can take advantage of network resources from other network providers.
• Daemon Agent:
After collecting the necessary resource information, a Daemon Agent containing
the GA code (or other preferred algorithm) and resource related information will
be created to implement the routing algorithm described in detail in the previous
section. Instead of executing the algorithm in each NAB, the Broker Agent sends
Daemon Agents to the most suitable nodes inside its private network (e.g. nodes
with enough computation resources such as CPU, memory, etc). In this way, we can
balance the computation load among nodes in the private networks, if needed.
• Messenger Agent:
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After the route computation, Daemon Agents will send the results back to the Broker
Agent by using a Messenger Agent. This Agent will be forwarded to the Broker
Agent in the SP.
As we can see from the above discussion, by using mobile agents we can not only
collect the necessary resource information in an efficient way, but we can distribute and
balance the computation load inside the networks, and even more importantly we maintain
a high level of fault tolerance in the system by running several route searching procedures
in different private networks and therefore performing the overall operation in a distributed
way. Also, as mentioned above, this routine computing paradigm is very flexible, so that
any customer specific algorithm can be embedded in the system without having to upgrade
the whole system.
Even though the complete platform and scenario has not been fully deployed yet,
we believe that these preliminary measures demonstrate that the overhead introduced to
the system by using this agent-based approach is very low. First it should be noted that
all the agents used (e.g. browser, daemon, messenger) are very small in size, ranging
from 3Kbs to 8Kbs. Therefore the overhead introduced in the system by the agents' size
is very low especially when considering the level of flexibility that is obtained by using
such an approach. The frequency with which the agents collect data on the network and
the specific routes are computed and evaluated, depends on the network itself. Thus it is
not possible to set a single value for such parameters, but the administrator may decide
the right values after a fine tuning of the relevant network parameters. Regarding the
overhead due to the migration of agents some measurements on a 10Mbit LAN were
performed, in order to evaluate the order of magnitude of these values [33]. The observed
migration time of a 5Kb agent between two points (Pentium III, 350MHz with 128 MB
Ram) was 106ms in conditions of light network traffic, which represents a good indication
of the concrete applicability of the proposed approach. Taking into account the network
configuration depicted in Figure 8, the agents have to migrate from the SP to the three
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network providers. This can be done by sending in parallel three agents, minimizing the
total migration time; in a more realistic network scenario we do not expect this to be a
bottleneck, since as explained earlier, agents do not interfere with the internal routing
mechanism of the network provider. They are used only to collect aggregated data of a
network provider, which in turn will be used by the genetic algorithm. In general, we
believe that the involved migration times are very low with respect to the frequency with
which routes are evaluated in the networking environment under consideration.
2.4 Results and Evaluation
In this section we present some numerical results to assess the operation, performance, and
efficiency of our algorithm by applying it in some test case scenarios.
2.4.1 Simulation Scenario
Before proceeding with the presentation of the actual numerical results, we briefly
describe the networking environment and the corresponding system parameters and service
requirements for the test cases we studied. Specifically we assume a multi-operator
network with one SP, one CP and 10 nodes belonging to different Network Providers.
As mentioned before those 10 nodes represent either the access nodes from SP to the
individual networks, or the edge nodes that provide interconnectivity among the networks
of the various operators, or the egress nodes that provide connectivity to the CPs. The
corresponding topology of the network under consideration in this numerical study is
depicted in figure 2.5.
As explained in previous sections a link interconnecting nodes belonging to the same
network provider may represent a combination of links interconnecting other intermediate
nodes belonging to the same network. In this figure, for sake of simplicity, we only present
the nodes of interest (i.e access, egress or edge nodes) and their interconnections. In this
figure, for sake of simplicity, we only present the nodes of interest (i.e access, egress or
Figure 2.5 Experimental network topology
edge nodes) and their interconnections. In the following we assume that cost and delay of
links between any two nodes at certain time period are given. For nodes that no link exists
between them or the bandwidth of the link can not support the traffic request between SP
and CP, a large delay value(999) is assigned to that link. The cost matrix and delay matrix
are given in table2.1 and table2.2 respectively.
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Table 2.1 Cost matrix
In these tables, element (i, j), i	 j , is the cost(delay) from node i to node j, i,j
E [1, 2, 3...10], element (i, i) is the cost(delay) from SP to node i, element (i, 11) is the
cost(delay) from node i to CP. The upper-bound(requirement) of time delay (Maxdelay) is
assumed to be 25 time units in this study.
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Table 2.2 Delay matrix
The GA related parameters used in our simulation are as follows: population size:
71; crossover rate: 0.6; mutation rate: 0.1; best solution reservation: 5% of population size;
MinTrails: 100; MinChangeRate : 20.
2.4.2 Experimental Results
Based on the simulation scenario described in the previous subsection the optimal solution
(route) is designed as: [2 5 7 8 0 0 0 0 0 0] and the corresponding cost of this route
is 96. According to the selected encoding approach this route actually represents the
following path: SP 2 5 7 8  CP. Initially we applied our algorithm without considering
the stopping conditions (that is, we let the algorithm run for many iterations) to the network
described above. In order to study in depth the behavior of our approach we repeated
the experiment many times. The corresponding results are demonstrated in the following
figures 2.7-2.11. For most of the runs the algorithm obtains the optimal solution in about
130 steps as demonstrated in figure 2.6. In some cases our algorithm finds the optimal
solution very quickly(in about 40 steps) as in figure 2.7, however there may be cases
where longer convergence times are observed (figure 2.8) in order to obtain the optimal
solution. Furthermore in figure 2.9 we notice that the algorithm has not obtained the
optimal solution even after 250 iterations. However even in this case we can see that the
cost of the sub-optimal solution obtained by our algorithm (i.e. [4 10 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0])
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is very close to the optimal one, and furthermore as a trade off, our algorithm achieves a
solution with lower delay than the optimal one. In any case, as it can be seen by all figures
2.7-2.9 the algorithm always finds a good solution in less than 130 steps favoring the big
changes at the beginning if needed, while applying smoother changes to the solution at
every step when the intermediate solution obtained is in the neighborhood ("close to") of
the optimal solution.
Figure 2.9 GA gets only suboptimal solution
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In addition it should be noted that in most of the practical cases the involved parties
are mainly interested in obtaining a cost-efficient solution in real-time and not necessarily
(especially in cases where the improvement of the optimal solution is very small) the
optimal one. Taking this observation into consideration in figures 2.10 and 2.11 we
present some numerical results regarding the operation of our algorithm, when we apply the
combination stopping conditions described in the previous section. From those results we
confirm that after applying the stopping conditions our algorithm stops having identified a
cost efficient solution (either optimal or sub-optimal with cost close to the optimal one
and lower delay). In fact, in the mobile agent environment, by running several route
searching procedures based on GA in different network elements, we considerably improve
the probability of getting the optimal routing solution.
Figure 2.10 GA is stopped after getting optimal solution
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed the integration of mobile agents and genetic algorithms in order
to provide efficient resource allocation in a multi-operator networking environment. The
agent based approach we proposed is used as an effective method for performing basic
management operations of a network, such as collection of information about the state
Figure 2.11 GA is stopped after getting suboptimal solution
of the network and the management of network devices through the monitoring of health
functions. In the multi-operator network model under consideration in this work, the agent
based network management approach represents an underlying framework and structure.
To demonstrate the capabilities of such an approach in this environment, we proposed and
developed a stochastic algorithm searching process by emulating biological selection and
reproduction, in order to identify optimal based routes based on the information provided
by the mobile-agent based structure. Using as basis the underlying structure provided by
the use of mobile agents, we can not only collect the necessary resource information in an
efficient way, but we can distribute and balance the computation load inside the networks,
and even more importantly we can maintain a high level of fault tolerance in the system
by running several route searching procedures in a distributed way in different private
networks. The numerical results reported in this chapter demonstrated that our strategy
always identifies in a small number of steps a cost efficient solution that is either the optimal
one, or in some cases sub-optimal with cost very close to the optimal and lower delay.
CHAPTER 3
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF MA BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
Since mobile agent technology emerged as a promising paradigm and is much more flexible
and dynamic than the Client-Server paradigm, it has recently become an active research
and development topic. As mentioned before in most of the research works reported in the
literature, the emphasis is placed on the platform used to support the specific management
function and qualitative mainly arguments are made regarding the benefits of the use of
the agent technology, while very little work has been reported in the area of modeling and
analysis of the mobile agent based network management paradigm.
In this chapter, a general analytical model and framework for the evaluation
of various network management paradigms is introduced and discussed. It is also
illustrated how the developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate
the performances and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms, by comparing the
performances of the mobile agent based paradigm with the corresponding ones under
the Client-Server mode under different scenarios. Specifically in section 3.2 the various
entities involved in the network management activities and the possible interactions
among them are identified. A network performance monitoring application is used as an
example for the later discussion. Based on the interaction model, in section 3.3 various
important performance metrics are introduced and obtained analytically. More specifically
in subsection 3.3.1 we first describe some performance parameters that are important from
the system design point of view, and introduce some notations that will be used throughout
our analysis. In subsection 3.3.2 we discuss the analytical evaluation and calculation of
the management performance of the CS paradigm, while the corresponding performances
in the mobile agent paradigm are discussed in subsection 3.3.3. In section 3.4, we
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illustrate how the developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate
the performances and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms, by comparing the
performances of the mobile agent based paradigm with the corresponding ones under the
Client-Server mode under different scenarios. Finally section 3.5 concludes this chapter.
3.2 Management Entities and Interaction Model
In general, the entities involved in network management activities can be classified into
three groups, as follows:
• Task Executer (TE). This is the entity that knows how to execute the task and executes
the task according to its knowledge in the management activity. For example, the
Manager in the Simple Network Management Protocol which generally is located at
the management station is the TE.
• Data Provider (DP). This is the entity that owns and provides raw data collected from
the network elements. An example is the Agent in SNMP protocol that handles the
Management Information Base (MIB) and provides data to the Manager.
• Result Receiver (RR). This is the entity that needs the result generated by the TE.
For instance, the management station that gets the network performance reports
is the Result Receiver; the network element that updates the system configuration
according to the performance monitoring parameters is also the Result Receiver.
Generally the management task is initiated by the TE that plays a core role in
the management activity. The TE should be associated with a network device that can
provide sufficient computational resources for the management computation purposes.
During the management process the TE usually needs some data stored at the individual
network devices in the network. Therefore the TE may request the DP at each network
device to send the required data. According to different management tasks, this data
accessing interaction may repeat many times during the management process. Furthermore,
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during the management process, the TE may generate (partial) management results, and
these results may be required to be reported to some central management entity, or to
be used to manipulate (configure) the network devices managed in the network. If the
interaction happens on the same site (i.e. on the same network element), the interaction
is a local interaction. If the interaction happens between two entities associated with two
different network elements, the interaction is a remote interaction over the network. These
interactions in the management task will directly affect the management performance in
different management paradigms. For example, the remote interactions between a TE and
a DP for data accessing may generate a lot of traffic in the network, while at the same time
may introduce significant delay in the management reaction time.
In the following, for the sake of the discussion, a network performance monitoring
task and its interaction sequence model is considered as an example. Let us assume
that a management station should execute a network performance monitoring task in a
certain management domain which includes Q network elements. In this management
activity, there are Q + 1 Result Receivers: the management station that needs the report
of the network performances and Q network elements (node Vi to Vs) that need to be
re-configured according to the calculation results of TE. Let us also assume that all the
data needed for the task are organized in MIBs at Q Management Information Bases
MIBs , MIB2 , MIBs  located at nodes Vs , V2, ..., Vs respectively (these are the Data
Providers). In order to carry out the task, the TE, located at node 170 , should access some or
all the MIBs to obtain the necessary data to calculate the performances, andlor make some
configuration on these nodes. The sequence of the interactions in the task can be described
as follows:
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At the beginning of the task, the TE needs to access the data stored in the MIB at
node Vs . The data access interaction could happen more than once at the same node and
the number of data accessing depends on the specific algorithm. Let us assume that the
average duration of each MIB access is denoted by MIB  (seconds), the average size of the
data accessed each time from the MIB is Sd (bits), while the number of accesses at the same
node is distributed with some probability density function (pdf) f „(n) (n E [1, oo)). For
each batch of data received from the MIB, the algorithm takes on the average taig seconds
to perform the corresponding computation (step (3)). Before completing the task at node
Vs , some partial results may be required to be sent back to the Management Station if the
the computation is executed remotely. Let us also denote by 8,. (bits) the average size of the
report and by pr the corresponding reporting probability. Furthermore let us assume that in
general with probability pcfg some configuration work is performed at node Vs according
to the computation result.
After the interactions between the TE and Vs are completed, the task may need to
access the information at some other network element (e.g. V2 ) and repeat the data access
procedure described above. In the following we assume that the total number of nodes that
are involved in the interactions with the TE at node Von follows some distribution with pdf
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denoted by f fdv(n) (n E [1, Q]) . All the interactions (data accessing, algorithms applying,
configuration etc.) could be local interactions or remote interactions depending on whether
or not the task management entity (TE) is at the same node where the data is stored.
3.3 Interaction Mapping and Performance Calculations
3.3.1 Figures of Merit of the Management System and Notations
Before proceeding with the presentation of the performance computation and evaluation
of the different computing paradigms we first introduce and describe some performance
parameters and corresponding notations that are used throughout this study. In principle the
performance metrics that systems designers are interested in can be categorized as follows:
• Network traffic related performances, such as traffic generated around a network
devices, total traffic generated in the management activity etc. These traffic related
parameters illustrate the overhead introduced by the management application and
paradigm to the network, and can be also used to determine the potential bandwidth
bottlenecks of the network devices.
• Computational resource usage at certain network elements, such as memory usage
and number of instructions executed by a network devices. These parameters are
used to determine the computational load of each network device and to measure the
scalability of the system.
• Time related performance parameters, such as time used by the management
procedure and total time used by the remote interactions between entities on
different nodes in the network. These parameters illustrate the reaction speed of
the management application and the reliability of the system.
In the following we provide a list with the definition of all the performance
parameters and the corresponding notations that are used throughout this chapter:
• Stotat in bits: total traffic generated during the management task.
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• Savo in bits: traffic fromlto the node Von where the task starter is located.
• Skiin bits: traffic from/to the node V. The traffic to or from a certain node may
be used to measure the scalability of the system. The more evenly the traffic load is
balanced among the nodes involved in the computation, the higher the scalability of
the system is.
• Total: total task execution time used for the management task. It can be used to
evaluate the reaction speed of the system.
• Tint: total remote interaction time. The remote interaction time between any two
nodes of the computational task can be used to measure the reliability of the task, and
is quite critical especially in a "severe" networking environment such as in satellite
networks, ad hoc wireless networks etc.
in (bits * seconds): memory usage during the management task at the node i.
instructions executed at node V during the task.
:A : bandwidth (bps) of the link between nodes Vi and Vi; (here we assume bwiii =
ii ).
link delay between nodes Vi and Vi
A: average size (bits) of mobile agent
,-: average size (bits) of task manager
average size (bits) of a query initiated by the task manager in the Client-Server
adigm
average size (bits) of data accessed each time by the task manager
average size (bits) of intermediate partial result generated from the interaction
between the task manager and node Vi .
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erage size (bits) of the command and corresponding data used to configure a
verage time (seconds) for the MIB access.
rage time (seconds) for processing one batch of data accessed from the MIB.
erage number of interactions between TE and certain MIB at a node; this
An be calculated from the pdf f,(n).
erage number of MIBs at different nodes involved into the interactions with
value can be calculated from the pdf f,(n).
Disability that the node Vi could be involved into the management task (i.e.
is accessed by the task manager).
ability of configuring node V after a computation is completed.
)1-ling probability, i.e. the probability that some intermediate partial results
:d to be reported to the management station during the management process.
3.3.2 Performance in Client-Server Paradigm
Having defined the interaction model and the performance parameters of interest, we need
to map the interaction model to the specific management paradigm. This means that,
for the candidate management paradigm, we should determine: a) which entities will be
used as the Task Executer, Data Provider or Result Receiver; b) where are the various
entities located inside the network; and c) how will these entities interact with each other
to implement the task activity. In Client-Server mode, the task manager associated with
the management station is the Task Executer that knows how to execute the task; it is
also a Result receiver that needs to obtain the performance of each node. The MIBs at Q
different nodes are Data Providers and these Q nodes are also the Result Receivers to be
re-configured by the management results. The execution of the performance monitoring
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task can be mapped into the Client-Server paradigm as follows: the Task Manager at node
Von sends out a data query (with average size of Sq bits) to the node Vs . A management
agent that receives the query accesses the data from the MIB and the data is sent back to
the MS. The Task Manager applies the management function on the data and may initiate
further data queries according to the interaction model described above. Finally, when Task
Manager finishes the computation of the data from node Vs , it generates the partial result.
If any configuration is required as a result of that operation, the configuration command
(along with the configuration data) is sent to node Vs. If required, the Task Manager may
repeat the same procedure with nodes V2 , 173 , etc.
The average traffic from (to) the TE at node V0 can be calculated as follows:
Correspondingly, the traffic from (to) node Vi (i E [1, Q]) is:
The average execution time for the task is:
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The average remote interaction time is derived by subtracting the local interaction
time from the average execution time, as follows:
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The average memory used at node Von for computation is:
MoS = (STM + QEr)TtaDk	 (3.6)
where, STM is the size (bits) of the task manager, while the corresponding average memory
used at the other nodes 	 = 1, 2...Q, is obtained as follows:
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Therefore the total cost of the task (including the memory usage and the communication
traffic cost) is:
where w 1 and w2 (w1 + w2 = 1) are the weights for the communication cost and for the
memory usage respectively.
3.3.3 Performance in MA Paradigm
In mobile agent mode, a Mobile Agent containing the management algorithm is used as
the Task Executer. Instead of moving the data to the node V on to perform the computation,
the MA is sent out (with size SOMA) that contains the computation algorithm to nodes V1 ,...
,V(2 in order to access the necessary data and apply the algorithm on the data locally. Then,
the interaction between the TE and the DP becomes local interaction. On the other hand,
the result generated at the node be managed should be sent back to the management station
cross the network so the result reporting operation becomes a remote interaction in this
case. However, if configuration is required at the node, the configuration becomes a local
interaction. If the computation needs further data from other nodes, the MA will move to
the next node where the data is located. Along with the MA, the partial result may also be
required at the next node. If at some node 3/4, the task is completed, then a final result is
generated and the MA may be "killed".
Under this scenario the average traffic from (to) node Von where the task "starter" is
located is:
This traffic includes sending out the entity of the MA and receiving the results (or partial
results) from all the nodes involved in the task.
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The average traffic from (to) node Vi (i E [I, Q — 1]) is
The traffic here includes getting the MA from some other node (or the starter) and sending
the MA to the next node. It also includes the traffic due to the result reporting mechanism
(with probability Pr) as well as due to the fact that the partial result may be used in next
node.
For node Vs (last node in the execution sequence), since the task completes at that
node and the final result will be reported back to node V on, the corresponding traffic is:
It should be noted here that there are no operations (algorithms) required to be
executed at node Von and therefore rA  = 0, while the average instructions executed at
other nodes Vi (i 0) are given by:
where, Ttiotai includes the time for the MA (along with partial results at previous node)
transportation from the last node, the computation time at node Vi , and the time for the
result reporting operation. The time Ttiotai for node Vi is obtained as follows:
Regarding the memory used at node Vi , i 0, the mobile agent only stays at a node
as long as the interaction is needed. After that the MA will automatically move to next node
if the task is not yet completed, or kill itself if the task is completed. Thus the memory used
at node V to store the MA itself, the data from the MIB and the partial result during the
interaction is given by the following expression:
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3.4 Discussions and Numerical Results
In this section we discuss how the models and results obtained in the previous section
can be used to gain some insight about the use of different management architectures and
computing paradigms under different networking management tasks. We first compare
the performances of the client server paradigm and the mobile agent based architecture,
and discuss their applicability as well as their tradeoffs. We present some numerical
results for different networking scenarios that demonstrate the applicability of our proposed
framework, quantify the corresponding tradeoffs involved, and provide guidelines about the
conditions that the MA based approach outperforms the traditional CS approach.
3.4.1 Client-Server Paradigm v.s. Mobile Agent Paradigm
In this section we compare the corresponding performances of the client server and the
mobile agent paradigms from two different aspects that are very critical for the effective
and efficient operation of the network management architectures, that is the scalability and
reliability. Based on the expressions obtained in the previous section we conclude that the
scalability of the Client-Server paradigm is mainly affected by the traffic and computational
load generated around the management station (node V0). From relation (3.1) we can see
that the traffic around the management station is mainly generated by the data accessing
from the MIBs of the nodes in the task, and it is proportional to the average number of nodes
from which the data should be fetched. Also the traffic around the management station
increases with the increase of the number of data accessing at the same network element.
Moreover, we observe from (3.3) that since nearly all the computations are executed at the
network management station the computational load is proportional to the number of nodes
that are managed as well as the number of data accessing at a node. On the other hand, in
the MA paradigm, the traffic load around the management station is mainly generated by
the reporting of the results from the various network elements. Therefore, the difference
(decrease) of the traffic load around the management station under the MA paradigm and
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the CS paradigm can be calculated as follows:
unaer the assumption that the size of the MA is negligible compared to the total
network management traffic, the traffic around the network management station is reduced
significantly, since in general the raw data transportation from the NEs is much higher than
the traffic generated by the reporting of the results from the NEs. At the same time, in
the MA paradigm the computational load at the MS is reduced nearly to zero because the
management task is executed locally on the NEs involved in the task. Therefore under the
MA paradigm the computational load locally at the NEs may increase, however the MS is
no longer a bottleneck from the point of view of both traffic and computational load, and
thus overall it presents a more scalable architecture.
The total management time of a management task can be used to measure the
management reaction of the management system. Comparing the total management time
of a task under the two different paradigms (relations (3.4) and (3.15)), and assuming that
the configuration command in the Client-Server paradigm has the same size and operation
probability as that of the partial result, the corresponding difference can be calculated as
follows:
From (3.21), we can easily see that the difference may increase with the increment of the
number of MIB accesses at a certain network. The reason is that in the MA paradigm MIB
accessing becomes a local interaction between the management entity and managed entity,
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instead of a remote interaction in the CS paradigm. The tradeoff is that the management
entity (mobile agent) should be transported among the network elements. Once these
parameters are determined for the specific task and scenario under consideration, the
difference in the remote interaction time of a management task in the two paradigms can
be obtained and evaluated quantitatively.
3.4.2 Numerical Results
In the following we consider a network station that has a number of nodes in its
management domain. In order to perform some management task (e.g. consider a network
monitoring application used to detect the abnormal status created by some malicious
intrusion), we assume that the management station needs to check the MIB in every node in
its domain, one after another, according to some certain algorithm (e.g. anomaly detection
algorithm). After accessing the data from a MIB, some algorithm is applied on the data to
compute certain parameters. The partial results are then used for the computation in the
next node. In this scenario, we assume that all the nodes in the domain should be processed
by the management station and the final result should be reported to the management
station. The values of the related parameters are: data request command Sk = 50 bytes;
(partial) result Sr = 200 bytes; result reporting probability Pr = 1; the size of the mobile
agent SOMA  is assumed to be 3Kbytes while the size of the data Sd from MIBs is set as a
times the size of the MA (Sd = aSma); the bandwidth available between any pair of nodes
is assumed to be 512K bps and the corresponding propagation delay 0.001s.
Figure 3.1 compares the traffic generated around the management station in different
paradigms for different data sizes (i.e. different values of a), by using formulas (3.1) and
(3.9), as a function of the number of nodes involved in the management task. It can be seen
from this figure that the traffic around the management station is fixed in the MA paradigm,
no matter what the size of the data from the MIBs is, or how many nodes exist within the
domain. The reason is that in the MA paradigm, the traffic around the management station
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Figure 3.1 Traffic generated around the management station
is due to the initial mobile agent sent from the MS to the first node to be managed plus
the final report from the last node involved in the management task to the MS. In general a
mobile agent has small size ranging from 3kb to 8kb depending on its functionality ([33]).
Therefore in most cases, as it can be seen from figure 3.1 (for values of a larger than 1), the
MA approach outperforms significantly the CS mode. However, if the data from the MIBs
have smaller size than that of the mobile agent and the system contains a small number of
nodes, the Client-Server paradigm could outperform the MA paradigm.
Figure 3.2 compares the total traffic generated in the network by the different
management paradigms, and figure 3.3 compares the management reaction time (total
management time) for of the management task. As expected the total traffic generated
and the management reaction time increase as the number of nodes in the system increase,
while regarding the ratio between the data size and mobile agent size the same observations
described above are confirmed here as well.
In the following we consider a network with twenty nodes, where we vary the
bandwidth between any node and the management station from 0.65 to 1 times 512kbps.
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In figure 3.4 we present the management reaction time as a function of the available
bandwidth for different management paradigms and different values of a. As shown in
figure 3.4, when the size of data Sd is larger than the size of the MA the variation of
available bandwidth between the management station and the managed nodes affect the
task reaction in the CS paradigm, while the corresponding time is not affected in the MA
paradigm (for instance see curves with a equal to 30 in figure 3.4). The reason is that in CS
paradigm, a lot of the data from the MIBs should be transported from the managed nodes
to the central management station, while in MA paradigm, the MIB accesses are local
interactions between the mobile agent and the managed nodes. For the smaller data size
scenarios, the impact of the bandwidth variation on the reaction time of the CS paradigm is
much smaller.
Figure 3.4 Management reaction time vs. bandwidth variation
Next we study the impact of the propagation delay on the achievable performance. In
some networking environments, such as the satellite networks, the management station may
be located far away from the managed nodes, and therefore the propagation delay between
the management station and the remote nodes could vary significantly. In figure 3.5 we
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present the result of the management reaction time for both paradigms for different values
of ratio a, as a function of the propagation delay. Again we observe that the performance
in the MA paradigm is not affected by the variation of the propagation delay between the
managed node and the management station. The reason is that the link that experiences
high propagation delay will only be used for the initial mobile agent dissemination and the
final result reporting.
Figure 3.5 Management reaction time vs. propagation delay
3.5 Conclusions
Mobile Agent technology has been recently used as the basis for the design and
development of reliable, scalable and flexible architectures for the management of large
scale distributed systems. In this chapter a generic framework that can be used for
the evaluation and analysis of the performance and tradeoffs of the MA management
paradigm is presented and analyzed. Although the emphasis of this chapter is placed on
the calculation of the achievable performances under the mobile agent based management
strategy, for comparisons mainly purposes the corresponding performances under the
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CS mode are also studied and obtained for different scenarios. The developed models
and framework are used to gain some insight about the use of different management
architectures and computing paradigms under different networking management tasks.
Specifically we compare the performances of the client server paradigm and the mobile
agent based architecture, and present some numerical results for different networking
scenarios that demonstrate the applicability of our proposed framework, quantify the
corresponding tradeoffs involved, and provide some guidelines about the conditions that
the MA based approach outperforms the traditional CS approach. Hopefully this analytical
model could help the system designer in methodology to choose the right management
paradigm for a specific management task.
CHAPTER 4
MOBILE AGENT BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN WIRELESS
NETWORK
4.1 Introduction
In wireless networks, one of the most important network management processes is the
bandwidth resource management, which aims to increase the bandwidth utilization while
maintaining the QoS requirements of users. Since the most significant feature of the
mobile cellular network is that the users are moving, the resource management process
for wireless networks is much more complicated than that of wireline networks. In fact,
when a mobile user moves from one location to another the data path between the source
and destination changes. If the cell which the mobile host moves into is overcrowded the
available resources may not be sufficient to guarantee the QoS required by the user and as
a consequence service might be interrupted.
For some cases where service with strict QoS requirements that are not affected by
user movements is required, in order to guarantee the quality of such services, resource
reservation needs to be performed at each cell that the mobile user is moving to, as the
system evolves. On the other hand for some other cases where the mobile user could accept
service with flexible QoS requirements (e.g. the user could specify a set of acceptable
QoS levels ranging from a minimum to a maximum), the system may try to rearrange the
resource allocation in the new cell in such a way to satisfy the QoS requirements of all the
mobile users in the cell.
Although the out-coming new radio technology will bring more bandwidth at
air interface, if not managed properly, the bandwidth resources will not meet the
requirements of future users. These trends, along with the convergence of communications,
information, commerce and computing, are creating a significant demand and opportunity
for multimedia personal communication services. Flexibility is a key design issue for the
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future wireless network architectures in order to adapt instantly to the changing customer
service demands and the dramatic explosion of the number of nodes in a network. Emerging
services and new management functionalities may be added in the future and this requires
the network to be more programmable to accommodate new features at low upgrade cost.
At the same time the growing scale of wireless networks is a big challenge for nowadays
network management frameworks. Recognizing this trend and need, in this chapter, we
introduce and design a management framework, based on Mobile Agent technology, that
supports, with flexibility and efficiency, the functionality of resource management, and thus
can meet the objective of providing flexible QoS-enabled seamless multimedia services to
mobile users in next generation mobile communication systems. Furthermore based on the
model and framework described in chapter 3, we gain some insight about the performance
of the above mentioned resource management system, under the Client-Server and the
Mobile Agent paradigms.
The main principles of our approach are summarized as follows:
• the system supports multiple classes of service that require various levels of quality
that may range from strict to flexible and soft Q0S requirements;
• advanced bandwidth reservation is performed to the cell where a mobile user is
moving towards in order to assist and support seamless handcuff process;
• user mobility is introduced into the reservation scheme and process in order to
optimize the efficiency of handcuff mechanisms and minimize, if not eliminate, the
unnecessary reservation of resources and therefore improve the system capacity and
throughput;
• bandwidth reconfiguration processes are developed that may allow the efficient
resource re-distribution in a cell to satisfy the QoS requirements of all the mobile
users in the cell, especially when users with flexible QoS requirements are supported
in the system;
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• a mobile agent based framework is proposed and designed to facilitate the efficient
implementation of the above integrated approach.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 the
integrated resource management approach for wireless networks is proposed and
described. Specifically we first describe the handoff/bandwidth reservation problem and
QoS management in wireless networks; then the proposed mobility-assisted bandwidth
reservation scheme used in this study is summarized; finally the admission control
algorithm and resource allocation procedures used for new calls and handcuff calls are
described in detail. In section 4.3 the performances of the management system under
two different management paradigms are evaluated, while based on the conclusions of
this evaluation a mobile agent based system that can be used as the framework for
the implementation of the proposed efficient resource reservation mechanisms and call
admission control is proposed and designed in section 4.4. The performance analysis of
the proposed integrated scheme is provided in section 4.5, while 4.6 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Integrating Bandwidth Reconfiguration with Bandwidth Reservation for
Flexible QoS Management
Most of the existing solutions for handling handoff traffic in wireless mobile networks are
proactive in nature (e.g. advancedlproactive bandwidth reservation). In general different
schemes, that may range from static to dynamic, can be used to implement proactive
bandwidth reservations. The underlying principle of these approaches is to reserve some
resources for the exclusive use of handoff traffic, while the rest can be shared by all traffic.
The key factor that influences the performance of such schemes is how to determine the
amount of bandwidth to be reserved. If the reservation is too low then the QoS requirements
on handoff traffic can not be met, while if the reservation is too high then resources are
wasted and new traffic may be blocked from the system. Similarly if the reservation can
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not be used soon, it may result in a waste of the limited radio resources. A brief review of
the bandwidth reservation solutions can be found in [34].
Recently some adaptive bandwidth management solutions for multimedia services
in wired and wireless networks have been proposed (e.g, [21], [35], [36]). The use
of programmable agents for flexible QoS management in wired networks has been
demonstrated in [21], where traffic with strict QoS requirements can "borrow" bandwidth
from traffic which present less strict Q0S requirements. By extending this idea into wireless
networks, we develop a call admission/bandwidth reconfiguration scheme which along with
the use of advanced bandwidth reservation mechanisms could meet the QoS requirement
of real-time traffic and handcuff calls in next generation wireless networks.
In general we envision an environment where many classes of service, each one with
different QoS requirements and possibly multiple QoS dimensions, could co-exist in a
system with a finite set of resources [37]. In the event of the occurrence of heavy load
or congestion, the system may not be able to provide the highest QoS to all the various
services, since the available resources may not be sufficient. Hence the available resources
should be allocated and (re)distributed to the various services according to their respective
QoS requirements and priorities. In this study the resource under consideration is the
available network bandwidth.
4.2.1 Model and Assumptions
In the following, we assume that there are several classes of traffic in the network and
that they have different QoS requirements and priorities [37]. Let Qii  denote
the Q0S dimensions of traffic j and P denote the priority space. The QoS dimensions
could be any QoS parameters such as average bandwidth, packet loss ratio, delay, jitter
etc. Each dimension Qji  is a finite set of quality choices for traffic j's itchQ0S dimension,
where q 1; denotes the k-th choice of traffic ,s nthz QoS dimension. These choices can be
ordered in sequences 4i , 	 ..., qm from minimum to maximum requirement. Thus
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each traffic j with certain level-k Q0S and priority p can be characterized using the tuple
q l3F2 ,...,q1di ),p). The concept of effective bandwidth (e.g.[38, 39, 40, 41]) can be
used to represent the amount of bandwidth required by each class of service to statistically
achieve the desired QoS. Effective bandwidth is a scalar that summarizes resource usage
and that depends on the statistical properties and QoS requirements of a source. Based on
this concept, the corresponding bandwidth required by a source-j to achieve its level-k QoS
,where F is a measurement
function of resource (bandwidth) usage in order to achieve the desired QoS (e.g. [38]). The
actual estimation method of the required effective bandwidth of a class of service is beyond
the scope of this dissertation.
By considering the various combinations of different QoS requirements, we can
order these combinations according to the value of effective bandwidth. Apparently the
combination with all the minimum requirements in every QoS dimension uses the minimum
effective bandwidth and the combination with all the maximum requirements in every QoS
dimension uses the maximum effective bandwidth. These two values represent the lower
bound and upper bound of the required bandwidth of that traffic as follows:
By ordering the various QoS combinations of traffic j by means of effective bandwidth,
these combinations form a totally ordered set Ei = ...,QT"). For a service j
with very strict Q0S requirements, set E 3  could have only one element with the desired
QoS, while in the general case of supporting flexible QoS requirement space, each traffic j
with a given priority level, is assumed to accept any Q0S level ranging from the minimum
QoS requirement A .7 to the maximum QoS requirement Amax  in its own QoS combination
set.
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The basic underlying principles of our CAC scheme for the case of multiple classes
of service with different priorities are as follows:
• Handcuff calls have always higher priority than new calls. Handcuff calls may borrow
bandwidth from other traffic in case of bandwidth shortage, while new calls do not.
• High priority traffic has higher priority than lower priority traffic to access bandwidth
resources in the handoffs procedure. In case of bandwidth shortage it can "borrow"
bandwidth from lower priority (or with the same priority) traffic currently in the
target cell that it handoffs into.
• When lower priority traffic is lending its bandwidth to higher priority traffic, it always
attempts to adapt to the immediate lower QoS level, next to the current QoS level, in
its QoS combination set
4.2.2 Advanced Bandwidth Reservation Mechanism
As mentioned before, our proposed integrated resource management scheme includes
two main components: an advanced bandwidth reservation scheme and the bandwidth
reconfiguration mechanism. In this subsection, we provide an overview of the
first component used in our system, namely the Predictive Mobility-based Bandwidth
Reservation Scheme (PMBBR) which can be used to determine the amount of bandwidth
to be reserved in each cell. PMBBR is an improved version of Mobility-based Bandwidth
Reservation Scheme (MBBR) which has been proposed in [42]. The basic idea of MBBR
scheme is that the cell traffic are actually not independent with each other because of the
handoffs: when a call enters a cell, it does not only consume bandwidth in the current
cell, but also generates requirements on the resources in the neighboring cells by certain
probability. In other words, ongoing calls in the current cell will exert some influence on
the bandwidth assignment in the neighboring cells. Through the introduction of influence
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curves, the MBBR scheme quantifies the influence based on the statistical user mobility
information such as moving direction and cell dwell time.
Let us assume that each mobile station has the capability to detect its location in
the cell by certain means such as Global Position System. Based on the history location
information, various prediction algorithms can be used to predict the future moving speed
and direction of each user. In the PMBBR scheme, a 2-order autoregressive process model
[43] is used for the prediction purposes. With these predictions, the MBBR scheme can be
improved in the following aspects:
• The directional factors. In MBBR scheme, the directional factors are statistical
values for all the users in current cell, which means that the influence value of each
single user is distributed to all the neighbor cells according to directional factors.
With the predicted moving direction and current position, we can accurately calculate
which is the handcuff target cell, so that the reservation is made only in one cell, and
therefore the resource waste in other neighbor cells can be eliminated.
• The handcuff probability. Let us denote by t ihcf the time interval in the future that the
user k under consideration needs to request a handoff, which can be calculated based
on the current position of the user and the predicted moving speed and direction.
Then the probability that this ongoing call will request a handcuff in the future can be
calculated as:
where f (7) is the residual call life time probability density function. If we
assume that call life time is exponentially distributed with mean value T 1 , the above
probability equals: e-thhflTi
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• A critical issue that influences the performance of a bandwidth reservation
mechanism is the actual time that the reservation is made for the incoming handcuff
calls. If the reservation is made at the time that it can be used at the near future, such
a scheme can achieve a better performance. Otherwise, the reservation could result
in waste of resources and the system will incur unnecessary new call blocking. This
problem is also addressed in [44], in which the concept of threshold distance (TD) is
introduced to reduce the likelihood of false reservations: users inside the TD circle
will not submit reservation requests. But since users may have different moving
speed, a high speed user that is currently located inside the TD circle may move
out of the coverage region of the cell earlier than a low speed user that is outside
the TD circle. Therefore, distance alone is not a good solution to the problem of
reservation timing. Based on these considerations, a reservation advance time three
is set. Reservations are made only for those calls which will request a handcuff in the
near future, i.e. 1- <
- thre
Taking all the above factors into consideration, the PMBBR scheme determines the
total amount of bandwidth to be reserved in cell j as:
where BWk is the bandwidth requirement of the ongoing call k, and SIB is the set of those
ongoing calls which are currently in cell i and, according to the prediction, are going to
handcuff to cell j within time thre. Notice that, because the predictive mobility information
is used to calculate the bandwidth reservation, as the number of mobile users in the network
changes and the location history of each user keeps changing as well as time evolves, the
bandwidth reservation should be re-calculated periodically.
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4.2.3 Integrated Bandwidth Management Process
In this section a detailed description of the proposed integrated Call Admission Control
and resource reconfiguration process to be used for new and handoff calls, is provided. For
simplicity in the presentation of the algorithm operation and without loss of generality, we
assume there are two classes of traffic in the network and the QoS requirements are reflected
by the corresponding effective bandwidth. Furthermore for simplicity in the description
of the bandwidth reconfiguration algorithm operation, the terms bandwidth and effective
bandwidth are used interchangeably.
• Class 1 (higher priority): The desired bandwidth for this kind of traffic is BAIL.
If class 1 traffic cannot obtain the desired bandwidth, it may have the option to
continue at a lower bandwidth requirement BI/Vi. For instance this can be achieved
by adjusting the coding rate so that the video/audio quality is still acceptable (i.e.
real-time traffic).
• Class 2 (lower priority): The desired bandwidth for this kind of traffic is BI472 and
there are no strict QoS requirements. However, some flexible QoS requirements are
defined for such a service. The user could specify a set of acceptable QoS levels
that correspond to bandwidth requirements that range from a lower bound bandwidth
requirement BI41 to a maximum bandwidth requirement BM' , and expect a QoS
varying in the specified range (i.e. non-realtime traffic).
Throughout the rest of this chapter we use the following notations:
)tail cell capacity;
nal bandwidth used by all the calls that belong to class 1 in a cell;
nail bandwidth used by all the calls that belong to class 2 in a cell;
I: minimum bandwidth that should be reserved for current class 2 traffic
being served in each cell, to meet the minimum bandwidth requirements for class 2
is the number of class 2 calls in the cell;
• BAreD: bandwidth reservation request in a cell for class 1 traffic (for handoff
purposes) from all neighbor cells. BWires can be calculated using equation (4) in
[34] for only class 1 traffic, as follows:
where Pk is the handoff probability of mobile user k belonging to class 1 traffic and
is the set of those ongoing class 1 calls which are currently in cell i and are going
to handoff to cell j;
• B14qes: bandwidth reservation request in a cell for class 2 traffic (for handoff
purposes) from all neighbor cells. BWIes can be calculated using equation (4) in
[34] for only class 2 traffic, as follows:
where P: is the handoff probability of mobile user k belonging to class 2 traffic and
5.1 ,2 is the set of those ongoing class 2 calls which are currently in cell i and are going
to handoff to cell j.
In the following we describe conceptually how does the proposed scheme operate,
while later in this section we provide a pseudo-code that gives a detailed description of the
process and the corresponding bandwidth allocated to each user in every case.
For a new connection the proposed scheme works as follows. For a class 1 new
call the scheme first attempts to allocate the desired amount of bandwidth BAIT , if this is
available, in the cell that the call is generated. If this is not available then the scheme tries to
accept the new class 1 call at a slightly degraded quality (i.e. at bandwidth BI471), however
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still acceptable to the user. If there is sufficient available bandwidth to do so, then the call
is accepted and the corresponding bandwidth is allocated. Otherwise the call is rejected. It
should be noted here that the available bandwidth is calculated based on the total bandwidth
capacity, the bandwidth currently used by active calls in the current cell and the bandwidth
that has been reserved in the current cell for handcuff purposes. The bandwidth reservation
at each step is performed according to the PMBBR scheme as described above in relations
(4.5) and (4.6), for class 1 and class 2 traffic respectively. It should be also pointed out here
that the bandwidth to be reserved in a cell represents the collective effect of the influence
that the class 1 (class 2) traffic from neighboring cells exerts on the cell under consideration,
and does not refer specifically to individual users. Therefore this bandwidth is available to
be used for all the calls that belong to the corresponding class as they may move into the
target cell. A detailed calculation of the available bandwidth for each subcase, based on the
notation introduced earlier, can be found in the pseudo-code of this procedure that follows
later in this section.
For a class 2 new call the scheme first attempts to allocate the desired amount of
bandwidth BM, if this is available, in the cell that the call is generated. If this is not
available then the call is rejected. The reason that in such case we do not accept the new
class 2 call at degraded quality where less bandwidth is required although such bandwidth
could be available at the time of the call generation, is because we do not want to overload
the system with a large number of class 2 calls supported at the lowest acceptable bandwidth
(e.g. BW4). Therefore we want to keep some bandwidth available for handcuff calls (for
both class 1 and class 2) and we also want to be able to borrow some bandwidth from
ongoing class 2 calls and allocate that to class 1 and class 2 handoff calls. If we had
accepted a large number of class 2 calls in the system at the minimum required bandwidth
BW4, then most of the bandwidth would have been allocated to these calls while at the
same time there would not be sufficient resources to be borrowed from to support other
handcuff calls.
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For handoff connections the proposed scheme works as follows. For a class 1 handoff
call it first attempts to allocate the desired amount of bandwidth BWiu, if this is available,
in the cell that the handoff call is moving into. If this is not available then the scheme tries
to continue supporting the handoff class 1 call at slightly degraded quality (e.g. allocate
bandwidth BWl), however still acceptable to the user (according to the pre-specified
characteristics and requirements of a class 1 user). If there is sufficient available bandwidth
to do so, then the handoff call is accepted in the handoff cell and the corresponding
bandwidth is allocated to it. Since this is a class 1 handoff call the system gives higher
priority to this call and tries to accommodate it, even if some bandwidth reconfiguration is
required in order to do so. In this case the bandwidth reconfiguration refers to class 2 calls
that are currently supported in this cell. The system will try, if needed, to borrow bandwidth
from current class 2 calls in this cell, that are supported with bandwidth higher than their
minimum requirement. The detailed procedure of the bandwidth reconfiguration as well as
the selection of the class 2 users to participate in this process, so that the overhead involved
in such process is minimized, is described later in this section. In the case that there is
not enough bandwidth (even if reconfiguration could take place) to support the handoff call
then this call is dropped.
For a class 2 handoff call the proposed scheme first attempts to allocate the desired
amount of bandwidth BM', if this is available, in the cell that the handoff call is moving
into. If this is not available then the scheme tries to continue supporting the handoff
class 2 call at some lower bandwidth within the user pre-specified range (i.e. between
BW2 and BAWD. At this step the system attempts to allocate to the handoff class 2 call
the maximum available bandwidth (within its pre-specified range) without involving the
bandwidth reconfiguration process. As a last attempt to accept this handoff call the scheme
tries to allocate the minimum required bandwidth BWl to this call by implementing the
bandwidth reconfiguration process. Again, as can be observed by the order of the above
steps the bandwidth reconfiguration process is invoked as a last resort in an attempt to
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minimize the overhead associated with this process and minimize the number of other
class 2 calls impacted. Finally in the case that there is not enough bandwidth (even if
reconfiguration could take place) to support the handcuff call then this call is dropped.
The following pseudo-code provides a detailed description of the proposed strategy,
as it should be implemented at each base station following the principles and notations
provided above, and also describes the corresponding bandwidth allocation to each user in
every case:
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start bandwidth reconfiguration procedure if necessary (discussed later in
this subsection);
As mentioned above, in some cases handoff traffic has to borrow bandwidth from
current class 2 traffic in a cell. Therefore reconfiguration of bandwidth may be required.
In the following we describe an approach which reduces the signaling overhead in cases
where bandwidth reconfiguration is required. In order to minimize the effect of bandwidth
reconfiguration on current class 2 traffic in the cell, we collect bandwidth from class 2
traffic that has the higher probability to handoff to neighbor cells in the near future. In each
cell (at the base station), there is a pool used by the bandwidth reconfiguration procedure.
Each time a class 2 traffic request is accepted in the cell with bandwidth more than BM, it
will enter this pool. Whenever bandwidth is needed from current class 2 traffic, the traffic
with the lowest predicted handoff time [34] in the pool will decrease its bandwidth until
the lower bound BM and then be deleted from the pool. In this way, minimum number
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of class 2 customers are involved into the bandwidth reconfiguration procedure so that
signaling overhead is minimized.
The above CAC and resource reconfiguration scheme, always attempts to provide the
required resources to meet the service quality of class 1 calls that present more strict QoS
requirements, whether these are new call attempts or handcuff calls. However at the same
time, non-realtime traffic (class 2 traffic) that has been accepted into the wireless networks
can maintain high successful handcuff rate.
4.3 Management Paradigm Evaluation for the Comprehensive Resource
Management Scheme for Wireless Networks
As explain before, and depicted in figure 4.1, the comprehensive resource management
system has two sub-systems: bandwidth reservation subsystem and bandwidth
reconfiguration/call admission control subsystem.
Figure 4.1 Information exchanges in the comprehensive resource management scheme
The various entities involved in the bandwidth reservation subsystem, and the
corresponding functions, are as follows:
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• Geolocation Module. This module is located at every mobile host and continuously
detects the real-time position information of the mobile host by the means of GPS
or other geolocation technology. This module is a Data Provider in the management
activity.
• Mobility Prediction Module. This module owns the mobility information processing
algorithm and can predict the future movement of the mobile host. The prediction
results will be used by the Bandwidth Reservation module to calculate the bandwidth
needs to be reserved. The Mobility Prediction Module is both a Task Executer and a
Data Provider.
• QoS requirements Module. This module is located at every mobile host and can
provide information about the Quality of Service requirements of current applications
running in the mobile host. These requirements are necessary in order to calculate
the bandwidth reservation. This is a Data Provider Module.
• Bandwidth Reservation Module. This module uses data from the Mobility Prediction
Module and QoS requirement parameters to calculate the bandwidth needed for the
possible handcuff of the mobile host. This module is a Task Executer.
• Bandwidth Manager. This module is associated with the base station in order
to get the report from Bandwidth Reservation Module. Then, it summarizes all
the bandwidth reservation requests from the various mobile hosts within the cell
it covers, and sends the comprehensive bandwidth reservation requests to other
Bandwidth Managers in the neighboring cells. This Module is a Result Receiver.
The various entities involved in the bandwidth reconfiguration/call admission control
subsystem, and the corresponding functions, are as follows:
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• Bandwidth Configuration Module. This is the Task Executer who carries out the
flexible bandwidth reconfiguration algorithm during the CAC process, as described
in the previous section.
• QoS requirements Module. This is the same module listed in the above subsystem. In
the bandwidth reconfiguration subsystem, this modules also acts as a Data Provider
to provide QoS information to the base station in the Call Admission Control process.
• Bandwidth Manager. This module is the same module listed above. It can provide
the bandwidth usage information to the Bandwidth Configuration Module.
• Mobile Hosts. Mobile Hosts are the Result Receivers in the CAC process: during the
CAC procedure, the mobile host that requests to be accepted to the system will be
allocated some bandwidth (if it is accepted), and the mobile hosts that are involved
into the bandwidth reconfiguration process need to reconfigure their bandwidth usage
according to the results from the Bandwidth Configuration Module.
Among the entities listed above, Data Providers and Result Receivers are associated
with the corresponding network elements and can not move. On the other hand the
Task Executers - the Mobility Prediction Module, the Bandwidth Reservation Module
and the Bandwidth Reconfiguration module - could be flexible to associate with different
network elements in the overall system. It should be noted that in essence, the bandwidth
configuration scheme is a base station centralized scheme while the advanced bandwidth
reservation scheme, as described above, is a decentralized scheme. The bandwidth
reservation for each mobile host can be calculated separately by each mobile host,
and it is only the bandwidth manager at the base station at the final calculation step,
that integrates all these individual bandwidth reservations. On the other hand, for the
bandwidth reconfiguration scheme, once the bandwidth reconfiguration module receive
the CAC request from a mobile host, it needs to check the bandwidth usage information
from the Bandwidth Manager at the base station, and run the corresponding bandwidth
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reconfiguration scheme, in order to make the bandwidth re-configuration decisions. Finally,
the CAC decision is sent to the mobile host that initiated the request, while the bandwidth
re-configuration decisions are sent to the mobile hosts involved into the bandwidth
re-configuration process.
In the next section, based on the model and framework described in chapter 3, we gain
some insight about the performance of the above mentioned system under the Client-Server
and the Mobile Agent paradigms. Following similar notations as the ones introduced
in 3, for demonstration purposes, we calculate the following performance measures: a)
Management traffic generated around the base station S BS; b) Management traffic Saki
around a mobile host i; c) Computation instructions executed by the base station (B s)and
by each mobile host i (Ivi), in order to measure the computational capability used in
every network device; c) Time consumed by the whole bandwidth reservation calculation
procedure in order to evaluate the reaction speed of the management scheme, which is a
critical parameter especially for real-time network management tasks.
4.3.1 Performance Evaluation in Client-Server Paradigm
Figure 4.2 depicts the interactions among the various entities in the Client-Server paradigm.
As shown in this figure, in order to predict the future mobility of a mobile host, the
Mobility Prediction module at the base station needs to query the Geolocation module
at the mobile host over the wireless link. For a 2-order autoregressive prediction, three
historical position information are needed. In CS approach, the management primitives
are often low level and fixed, and no semantic compression is allowed to be performed
[25]. So three historical position information need three query and reply interactions. Then
the Bandwidth Reservation module at the base station needs the QoS parameters from the
mobile host. Finally the calculation result is reported to the Bandwidth Manager at the base
station. In the following let us assume that there are total A mobile hosts in the cell covered
by a base station. Based on the interactions in Client-Server paradigm, in the following, we
Figure 4.2 Bandwidth Reservation subsystem in CS paradigm
calculate the traffic generated around the base station and mobile hosts, the computational
load of each network device and time used for the management task.
Let 	 and S?q represent the size of the queries (in bits) to obtain the mobility and
QoS information. Similarly let 51 and S?, represent the size of the corresponding replies
(in bits). Then the traffic generated around the base station is given by:
Similarly, the traffic generated around any mobile host i, S2, is equal to 1/Q of the
corresponding traffic around the base station.
Let us also assume that the mobility prediction and the bandwidth reservation
algorithms execute I 1 and I2 computational instructions respectively. Then the instructions
executed at the base station can be calculated as:
The time consumed by the bandwidth manager to obtain the bandwidth reservation
values for all the A mobile hosts, includes the time used for data accessing over the wireless
link (requests and replies), the time MI B  used for data accessing from MIB (assume that
all data are organized in MIBs in the network devices) and the time egg used to execute the
algorithm (mobility prediction and bandwidth reservation) at the base station. Therefore
we have:
where B w is the bandwidth of the wireless link and eight wireless link propagation delays
td are included, because there are total four query-reply interactions over the wireless link
in the Client-Server paradigm (three mobility information queries and one QoS information
query).
4.3.2 Performance Evaluation in Mobile Agent Paradigm
In the Mobile Agent paradigm, instead of moving the data to the Task Executers at the
base station as in the Client-Server paradigm, Task Executers (Mobility Prediction module
and Bandwidth Reservation module) are transported to the mobile host, as Mobile Agents
where the Data Providers (Geolocation Module and QoS parameters) are located. We
should note here that, once the agents are embedded (downloaded) in the mobile station,
unless a new resource management strategy is needed (when a management system is
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upgraded or the mobile stations travels to a new foreign domain), we do not need to
transport the code of agent again.
Figure 4.3 Bandwidth Reservation subsystem in MA paradigm
As shown in figure Figure 4.3, the previous remote data accessing over the wireless
link becomes local data accessing within the mobile host. Therefore, after the initialization
phase of the agent download, the total management traffic generated around the base station
is due to the result reporting process can be calculated as:
where Sr
 is the size of the bandwidth reservation result. Similarly, the traffic around any
mobile host i, S','-iA, is equal to 1/Q of the traffic around the base station.
Since in this scenario all the management algorithms are executed at the mobile hosts
we have:
while the computational load at any mobile host i is:
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It should be noted that in the MA paradigm, the bandwidth reservation computation
could be done in parallel by A mobile agents at the A mobile hosts. The time consumed
to inform the bandwidth manager about all the A bandwidth reservation results in the MA
paradigm includes the data accessing time tMIB, the algorithm execution time tianiqh , and the
result reporting time. Therefore:
Please note that here only one wireless link propagation delay td is included, because there
is only one result reporting interaction over the wireless link in the Mobile Agent paradigm.
4.3.3 A Comparative Example
In the following we obtain some numerical results regarding the performances of the CS
and MA paradigms, by applying the relations developed in the previous sections, in a
specific example. Let us assume that all the queries (S ql and S:) in the Client-Server
paradigm have the same size of 32 bits. The size of the mobility information (x,y
coordination information, moving speed and direction) is assumed to be 128 bits and
the corresponding size of the QoS information (bandwidth requirement) is 32 bits. In
this case, based on the relation developed in the previous section we have: sisig =
SDI = A * Sr = 32 * Qbits, where Sr is the bandwidth reservation result which has the
size of 32 bits. Furthermore SOMA = 32 bits for one bandwidth reservation calculation.
Comparing the above numerical results, we can easily observe that the traffic generated
around any network device in CS paradigm is seven times larger than the traffic in the MA
paradigm. Similarly the overall traffic generated in the network in CS paradigm is also
seven times the one generated in the MA paradigm.
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Furthermore from relations (4.8), (4.9), (4.12) and (4.13) we can also observe that
in the CS paradigm nearly all the computational load is distributed on the base station
side, while in the MA paradigm, the computational load is evenly distributed among all
the mobile hosts. As a result, especially in a heavily loaded system, with the increase of
the number of mobile hosts within the coverage area of a base station, the bandwidth and
computational capacity of the base station under the CS paradigm could become potential
bottlenecks, which would affect significantly the performance and scalability of the overall
management system.
As mentioned before, the total time consumed by a management task is also one of
the key performance parameters, especially for the realtime management tasks. Although
in the CS paradigm the base station has to handle A algorithm executions in the time of tang ,
generally the base station has more computational power and capacity than the individual
mobile hosts. Therefore in the following we ignore the time difference between the Kg
and CI:. Comparing the time consumed by one bandwidth reservation task in CS and
MA paradigms based on relations (4.10) and (4.14), the corresponding time difference is:
For instance, given a wireless link with
bandwidth of 128k bps and propagation delay of ims, the above difference could be 8.5ms.
In a more severe wireless networking environment this difference would be even larger. In
conclusion the CS paradigm is more sensitive to the variance of the wireless bandwidth and
the propagation delay, compared to the MA paradigm.
Therefore, in order to achieve higher system scalability and faster management
reaction speed, the MA based management paradigm is more suitable. At the same time,
under this paradigm the computational load is evenly distributed among all the mobile hosts
and the overall distributed nature improves the reliability and scalability of the system. In
addition, the flexibility of the MA paradigm makes it possible that any special strategy for
bandwidth reservation or special mobility prediction algorithm can be easily encapsulated
• Message Agent: Message Agents (MAs) are used to exchange information and
management data among agents and managers. They are created and received by
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Message Managers (MMs). MM also could forward messages contained by MAs
to the corresponding managers or agents in the same network element.
• Geolocation Agent: Geolocation Agents (GAs) are created by Geolocation
Managers (GM) in base stations and are sent to mobile stations. They contain the
signal processing algorithm for signal measurement and the triangulation algorithm
used in the current networks.
• Bandwidth Reservation Agent: Bandwidth Reservation Agents (BRAs) are created
by Bandwidth Reservation Managers (BRMs) and are sent to mobile stations.
They contain the bandwidth reservation algorithm used in the current networks.
• Call Admission Control Agent: Call Admission Control Agents (CACAs) are
created by Call Admission Control Managers (CACMs) embedded in base stations
and are sent to mobile stations. The CAC strategy can be flexibly deployed in this
way. CACAs will collect customer requirement and send necessary information by
MAs to CACMs. Our CAC algorithm is carried by CACMs.
When a mobile station is turned on, an MA is sent out to the base station containing
initial information about the mobile station. MM in the base station relays the information
in MA to CACM, GM and BRM. CACA will create a new CACA and send it back to the
mobile station. CACA will collect user information about QoS requirement and sent it
with call-in requirement back to CACM by MA. Our CAC algorithm embedded in CACM
will make the decision of accepting the new call or not. Once the new call is accepted,
GM and BRM also will create a new GA and a new BRA respectively, and send them
back to the mobile station. Within the mobile station, GA can output the position of
mobile station itself periodically and these position information are input into Position
Information Processing Module. This module then provides mobility information about
mobile stations to BRA. BRA can use mobility information to calculate the bandwidth
required for handoff purposes. The bandwidth reservation is also sent to base station by
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MA. Finally, BRM at base station will summarize the bandwidth needed by each of its
neighbor cell and send each neighbor cell an MA containing the corresponding bandwidth
reservation requirements. BRM at base station in the neighbor cell can use this result to
perform the bandwidth reservation process. In the case of handoff, a handoff requirement
and also the Q0S requirement will be sent by MA to the CACM embedded in target base
station. The pool used by bandwidth reconfiguration procedure is maintained by CACM.
After bandwidth reallocation, CACM will send out message agents to mobile stations
informing them about the reconfiguration results.
4.5 Performance Analysis
This section presents the performance analysis of the proposed scheme. Specifically,
we compare the performance results of our proposed integrated strategy where both
advanced bandwidth reservation (via the PMBBR scheme [34]) and QoS management
(via the call admission control and resource reconfiguration scheme) are implemented,
with the corresponding results of a conventional system where the fixed bandwidth
reservation is implemented, in terms of achievable new call and handoff call blocking
probabilities. Furthermore in order to gain some insight about the individual impact
of the different components of the proposed integrated solution, we investigated the
performance of a system where only the direction-based advanced bandwidth reservation
(via the PMBBR scheme) is implemented, while the bandwidth reconfiguration based call
admission control component is not implemented. In the following we first describe the
model and assumptions used throughout our performance study, and then we present the
corresponding results of the comparative study.
4.5.1 Model and Assumptions
The wireless network used throughout this study is composed of 37 cells, each of which
has six neighboring cells. The cell radius is set to be 1000 meters. In order to approximate
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the performance of a large cellular system the cells are wrapped around to eliminate the
border effect. The arrival of new calls initiated in each cell forms a Poisson process with
rate A. The life time of each call is exponentially distributed with mean 240 seconds [45,
46]. Additional system and traffic parameters are summarized in table 4.1. It should be
noted here that our proposed framework aims to suggest a general approach that supports
the seamless operation and provides flexibility for the resource management in the next
generation wireless networks that support multimedia services. The bandwidth values for
the different classes of service were chosen for illustration purposes. New voice coding
technologies and emerging data applications may bring different bandwidth requirements
to the wireless networks, which however can be easily fit into our framework. Throughout
our simulation study we assumed that the desired bandwidth requirement for class 1 (e.g.
voice) users is 30 Kbps and for class 2 (data) users is 50 Kbps. These parameters are
selected based on some current realistic systems and some other research efforts that have
been reported in the literature on this topic [47]. For instance a GPRS terminal is able to
download data at the speed up to 40-50Kbps and the voice data is sent at 22.8Kbps.
Table 4.1 Simulation parameters
The mobility model used throughout this study is as follows. When a new call is
initiated, the corresponding MS is assigned with a random initial position inside the cell,
a random moving direction and an initial moving speed which is chosen according to a
uniform distribution in the interval [0, Vniax imilelhr. The speed (v) and direction (0) are
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where Ov models the accelerationldeceleration of the mobile user and is a uniformly
distributed random variable over the interval [-5mile/hr, 5mileIhr]; AO characterizes
the user's change in moving direction and is a uniformly distributed variable over the
interval [—Ath,max , Amax ]; p is a uniformly distributed random variable over the interval
[0, 1]. The use of variable p allows us to simulate the situation where a mobile user may
stop occasionally during the course of moving. We set the mobility parameters to be
Vmax
 = 60mile I hr, Amax  = 7/4 which correspond to highly directional, fast moving
traffic (e.g. highway traffic). The mobility update interval (/.t) is chosen to be lOsec
throughout this study.
4.5.2 Numerical Results
In the following we present the corresponding numerical results for two different test traffic
scenarios regarding the composition of class 1 and class 2 traffic. Specifically, in scenario
1 10% of the new call attempts are class 2 calls, while in scenario 2 50% of the new calls
are class 2 calls. Note that in the proposed CAC and resource reconfiguration scheme only
class 2 calls can lend bandwidth to handcuff calls, and therefore the number of ongoing class
2 calls in a cell will influence the performance of the system.
Figure 4.5 compares the handcuff call and new call blocking probabilities of the
proposed system with the corresponding results of the conventional system for different
new call arrival rates (A) under test traffic scenario 1, with users moving in the high
speed pattern. In the legends of the figures, "c 1" and "c2" stand for class 1 and
class 2 users respectively, "proposed" indicates that the results are obtained under the
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proposed integrated system where both position-assisted advanced bandwidth reservation
and resource reconfiguration are implemented, "PMBBR_only" represents a system where
only the advanced bandwidth reservation (via the PMBBR scheme) is implemented,
while the the bandwidth reconfiguration based call admission control component is not
implemented, and finally "conventional" corresponds to the case of a conventional system.
The conventional system uses the fixed bandwidth reservation, where the reservation
value represents a fixed percentage of the total capacity of the cell. In the following
study the corresponding reservation value of the conventional system for class 1 users is
Bwres
= 3OKpbs and for class 2 users is BWr = 50Kpbs. The reservation values are
selected based on experimentation with the objective of keeping similar handcuff blocking
probability for both our proposed system and the conventional system. The call admission
control procedure for conventional system is the same as the one proposed in section
4.2 except that the bandwidth reconfiguration is not used. From the figure we observe
that for the given parameters, the proposed system and the conventional system have
similar handcuff call blocking probabilities. However, the proposed system can significantly
decrease the new call blocking probabilities for both user classes, which demonstrates
that our proposed system can admit more users than the conventional system while still
guarantee the same level of QoS for handcuff calls.
The reason is two-fold: first, by using PMBBR algorithm, the bandwidth reservation
is only made for those users that will request handcuff in the near future and the reservation
value can be dynamically adjusted according to the predicted user speed and direction.
As can be seen by figure 4.5 compared with the "conventional" scheme, for both user
classes, the "PMBBR_only" scheme achieves to decrease significantly the new call
blocking probability at the cost of a slight increase in the handcuff call blocking. Then
by utilizing the bandwidth reconfiguration based CAC component the "proposed" scheme
further improves the performance, by decreasing significantly the handoff call blocking
probabilities with no impact on the new call blocking probabilities.This means that the
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bandwidth reconfiguration component works complementary to the PMBBR scheme and
eliminates any potential impact on handcuff call blocking probability that may be introduced
by the PMBBR scheme. This happens because the bandwidth reallocation procedure
makes some ongoing class 2 users to reduce their current bandwidth usage to spare
some bandwidth for the incoming handoff calls, which allows the system to achieve
better handoff performance at relatively less reservation values. Both of them contribute
to the reduction of the average reservation value without increasing the handoff failure
probability. Less reservation value gives new calls better chance to be granted admission to
the system. bandwidth reconfiguration component and the PMBBR scheme work together
to improve the system resource utilization and guarantee seamless operation.
Figure 4.5 Call blocking probabilities under test traffic scenario 1. (a) Call blocking
probabilities for class 1 users. (b) Call blocking probabilities for class 2 users.
Figure 4.6 presents the corresponding numerical results for test traffic scenario 2
where 50% of the new calls belong to class 2 traffic. We observe that under this traffic
configuration the proposed system can achieve to provide an even better performance
improvement: the new call blocking probabilities are significantly decreased for both user
classes, and the handoff call blocking probabilities are zero in the offered new call arrival
rate range from 0.05 to 0.1. As a result, calls for both classes are never forced to termination
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Figure 4.6 Call blocking probabilities under test traffic scenario 2. (a) Call blocking
probabilities for class 1 users. (b) Call blocking probabilities for class 2 users.
and the users obtain seamless connections once they are admitted into the system. Since
each admitted class 2 call can spare some bandwidth (up to 45Kbps in our numerical study)
to accommodate the handoff calls, if there are more class 2 users in service, the handcuff
call can always have sufficient bandwidth to borrow from when the reserved bandwidth is
not enough to support it.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have proposed the integration of an advanced bandwidth reservation
mechanism which facilitates the efficient and seamless operation of the handoff process,
with a bandwidth reconfiguration based call admission control strategy that supports
flexible QoS management. In cases of congestion and bandwidth shortage in a cell, the
proposed integrated scheme allows traffic with strict QoS requirements to "borrow" some
bandwidth from traffic with flexible QoS requirements. This bandwidth borrowing and
reconfiguration process is designed such that the number of users involved in the process
are minimized and therefore the associated overhead is minimized as well.
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Furthermore a framework based on the technology of mobile agents, is introduced
for the efficient implementation of the proposed integrated resource and QoS management.
The performance evaluation study and corresponding numerical results demonstrated that
our proposed integrated scheme can improve significantly the system resource utilization
by alleviating the problem of bandwidth waste and can efficiently allocate the resources in
the network to users with different QoS requirements. The mobile agent based architecture
introduced in this chapter can speed up the bandwidth reservation and reconfiguration
process, while at the same time the overall distributed nature can improve the reliability of
the system. Several issues and design tradeoffs associated with the communications control
overhead savings obtained by the proposed framework in comparison with a traditional
resource management approach, the transport and execution of the mobile agent, as well as
the required computational resources are also identified and discussed.
It should be noted here that in this chapter the use of the proposed mobile agent based
resource management framework was demonstrated in detail for the case of bandwidth
management. However the flexibility provided by the use of the agent technology simplifies
and facilitates the consideration and management of other additional resources in wireless
networks. Finally, any special strategy for resource management or special position
measurement algorithm can be easily encapsulated in mobile agent and implemented in
the whole system without any significant system upgrade.
CHAPTER 5
MOBILE AGENTS COOPERATION IN WIRELESS NETWORKS
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the Introduction, mobile agents in principle, can not only delegate the
role of the managers in the conventional management paradigm, but can also cooperate
with other agents to perform some functions and/or tasks more efficiently. The purpose
of the cooperation among various mobile agents in network management process may be
management function oriented and/or performance optimization oriented.
Currently, in the literature, the cooperation among mobile agents is mainly function
oriented: two or more agents cooperate with each other to perform a specific task; without
the cooperation of any of the agents involved in the task, the task can not be accomplished
or executed correctly. For example, in [48], three kinds of agents - Network Monitoring
Agents, Decision Agents and Action Agents cooperate with each other to perform the
Intrusion Detection task in wireless Ad Hoc Networks. In [49] a cooperative multi-agent
negotiation scheme for electronic commerce applications, based on mobile agents is
discussed. In this scheme a buyer can send out a few Buyer Agents simultaneously to
suppliers in order to speed up the negotiation process in the e-commerce environment.
Buyer Agents keep exchanging quotation information during the negotiation process in
order to achieve the best quotation from suppliers. In the resource management framework
presented in chapter 4, in order to achieve more flexibility and reusability, two kinds of
agents (Geolocation Agents and Bandwidth Reservation Agents) were created to perform
the geolocation and bandwidth reservation calculation respectively. In order to perform the
mobility prediction based bandwidth reservation task, the Bandwidth Reservation Agent
has to cooperate with the Geolocation Agent to get the mobility information of the mobile
host.
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On the other hand, performance oriented agent cooperation mainly aims to
improve the performance of the overall network management system. In [50], the
use of multi-agents in a large scale distributed dynamic query system is demonstrated.
Agent cooperation schemes are designed to minimize the number of control and
data communication exchanges between the agents. The performance oriented agent
cooperation should be as important as function oriented agent cooperation to perform the
management task more efficient andlor reduce overhead of the management activity. In
this chapter, based on the work introduced in chapter 4, a cooperation scheme for mobile
agents involved in the resource management in the wireless network is proposed, in order
to reduce the energy consumption in the management process.
5.1.1 Background Information
Over the past twenty years there has been steady progress towards making computers
more mobile. This has been driven by both higher processor integration levels
and the development of high-performance batteries. With the rise of packet-oriented
wireless networks and powerful mobile terminals, various applications/services are under
development such as location-aware navigation guides, financial applications, personal
assistance services and entertainment [51][52]. For example nowadays, more than 50
percent of Japan's 60 million cell phone users have web-enabled phones and NTT
DoCoMo's i-Mode service has 20 million subscribers [53]. Today's mobile terminals have
the operation platforms to support more general applicationslprotocols such as Wireless
Applications protocol (WAP) or i-Mode. Although it has been a trend for mobile devices
to have enough computational power and suitable operation system to support various
applications, all these enhanced features should be integrated and achieved with energy
efficiency in all phases of the system design. While power consumption of the electronics
and the display have been dropping dramatically forming a new energy-based Moore's
Law [54], fundamental limitations of radio technology have prevented a similar trend in
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wireless communications. It is estimated that in the near future nearly 80 percent of the
power consumed by mobile computers will be due to communications [54]. As a result
enhanced distributed resource management architectures [5][13][34] have been proposed
in the literature that reduce the need for communication and control information exchange
between the network management station (e.g. base station) and the corresponding network
elements (e.g. mobile terminals), which in turn results in significant reduction of the
wireless communications power consumption.
In conventional infrastructure-wireless networks in order to facilitate the efficient
implementation of several management processes such as geolocation, bandwidth
reservation, handoff, and call admission control, as well as support enhanced services
such as location based services, a Mobile Host to Base Station (MH-to-BS) resource
management information exchange paradigm has been adopted. In this paradigm all the
resourcelcontrol related information updates (e.g. bandwidth required for the possible
handcuff to neighboring cells, position information, etc.) are sent directly and individually
from each mobile node to the base station. In the following this mode is referred as
direct reporting. However it is well known that in many cases multi-hop transmissions
may result in significant power savings compared to a single-hop (equivalent) transmission
[55]. Direct single-hop resource management information exchanges between the mobile
terminals and the base stations could prove to be very costly in terms of traffic generated
and energy consumed, especially in next generation wireless networks where a highly
dense network is expected. Since in dense networks the system resources will be extremely
scarce, it is critical to design efficient communication of control and management functions.
5.1.2 Motivation and Objective
In this chapter motivated by these observations we partially adopt the peer-to-peer
communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks, and we propose the use of a
cooperative reporting scheme by allowing some mobile agents associated with mobile
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terminals to form an ad-hoc cluster when they need to transmit resource management
related information to the base stations (the Bandwidth Reservation Agent described in
Chapter 4). In such an approach the network is subdivided into ad hoc subnetworks
(clusters) where the agents of each cluster cooperate in order to perform the required
management functions, reducing the overall wireless communication cost. All mobile
agents (MA) in a cluster will forward their information to the cluster head agent (CHA),
instead of each one of them individually sending its information to the base station. Then
the CHA aggregates the information (including its own information) and transmits the
complete report to the base station. In this kind of cooperative reporting scheme, the
conventional individual direct report transmissions of the MAs to the base station are
replaced by two-hop transmissions. The CHAD acts only as resource management report
aggregator to relay information to the base station. It differs from the base station concept in
cellular networks, in that it does not need any special hardware, and in fact it is dynamically
selected among the set of MAs. Such collective reporting results in significant reduction
in the overall system energy consumption and the signaling traffic to the base station
[56]. It should be noted here that in this chapter the proposed cooperative mechanism is
adopted for the implementation of the reporting of the resource/management related control
information only, while the transmission of the actual user data is still implemented as in
conventional wireless networks.
Taking into account the combined advantages of cellular and ad hoc networks, several
efforts have been reported in the literature, which have attempted to incorporate the concept
of peer-to-peer communication into cellular networks therefore creating a new architecture
for the future mobile networks [57] [58]. The majority of these works have mainly
placed their emphasis on the following aspects: a) improve various system and service
performance metrics such as capacity, throughput, channel usage, call blocking/dropping
probability etc. (e.g. [59]); b) achieve traffic load balancing and interoperability in
heterogeneous systems [60]; c) develop efficient routing techniques in multi-hop cellular
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networks [61]. Our work, on the other hand, mainly aims to design, and demonstrate the
use of cooperative methods that can be applied in such hybrid networking architectures to
improve the energy consumption for routine management processes of mobile terminals,
that need to be continuously and periodically implemented, in order to better meet the
requirements of the applications of future wireless networks.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2 we outline some
assumptions and notations that will be used throughout this chapter, and we provide some
preliminary results on the conditions and the corresponding energy savings that can be
achieved by the clustering multi-hop approach in wireless networks. Based on these
observations in section 5.3 we provide a detailed description of the proposed distributed
cooperative reporting scheme for resource management in wireless networks. The scheme
consists mainly of two parts: the distributed clustering algorithm (Random Timeout Cluster
Head Selection - RTCHS) and the query-reply-report information delivery interactions
among the cluster head agent, member agents and the base stations. In section 5.4 the
fairness of the proposed mechanism in selecting different nodes as cluster head agents
is analyzed and discussed, and an enhanced algorithm, namely the Fair Variable Time
Window RTCHS (FVTW-RTCHS) algorithm, is introduced in order to improve the fairness
in consecutive cluster head selection cycles. This is achieved by introducing a new
parameter, the Fairness Index (FIB) which not only provides a measure of the fairness in
selecting the CHA, but it is also used by the algorithm as a feedback from the previous
selection cycles to appropriately adjust the probability that an agent is selected as CHA.
Section 5.5 contains the performance evaluation of the proposed cooperative schemes along
with some numerical results and discussions. Finally section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Assumptions and Observations
Before we proceed with the description and analysis of the proposed cooperative scheme
and the corresponding clustering operation, in this section we present some useful results on
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the conditions and the corresponding energy savings that can be achieved by the clustering
multi-hop approach in wireless networks. In order to gain some insight we Initially analyze
the simplest case by considering one cluster with one CHA and one MEmber Agent (MEA).
Then we expand our analysis and our results to the more general case where a cluster may
support any number of MEAs.
Let us assume that at some certain time point, A mobile agents associated with A
different terminals are going to report their information updates to the corresponding agent
at the base station. The information reported by each mobile agent is assumed to be m
bits long including the terminal's ID and management related data, such as position of the
MT and bandwidth reservation information for possible handoff. We also assume that with
each transmitted packet there is a fixed length transmission overhead of m' bits long. In the
following for simplicity in the representation we consider that: m' = km (generally k <
1). Furthermore, assuming that the transmission rate is fixed and that the signal strength
decreases inversely proportional to Mx , where M denotes the distance between the transmitter
and receiver, the energy e used to transmit z bits of information from a transmitter to
a receiver d meters away is: e = Azdx , where A is a power related constant. In the
following assume x = 4 by the two-ray ground reflection model [62]. For the convenience
of discussion, in the following of this chapter, assume each mobile terminal has a mobile
agent associated with it who need to update information periodically to the base station
(eg. the Bandwidth Reservation Agent in the last chapter) and the terms of mobile agent
(MA) and the mobile terminal (MT) with which the mobile agent located may be used
alternatively.
5.2.1 One Cluster Head Agent with One Member Agent
With reference to figure 5.1 let d be the distance between the base station and the mobile
terminal where CHA is located (here denoted by terminal H), rib the distance between
MT i (where the mobile agent i is located) and the CHA, and O ilthe angle of MT i with
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reference to the horizontal axis. Furthermore let us denote by ei,f , the energy consumed
by transmitter j to deliver to receiver f the information that was generated (and relayed
to j) by node i. For notation consistency we denote by e 3: ,  the energy consumed by
transmitter j to deliver to f its own information in the direct reporting mechanism. In
direct reporting scheme, terminals i and H transmit their information directly (separately)
to the base station. Therefore the energy usage e edct to deliver these messages is:
where i = r2/d represents the ratio of the distance between terminal i and the CHA to
the distance between the CHA and the base station. In the cooperative reporting mode, the
Figure 5.1 System geometry and energy usage in direct and cooperative mode
message from terminal i is delivered first to the CHA and the CHA delivers the combined
message to the base station. In this case the corresponding energy usage c oop  is:
From relations (5.1) and (5.2) we can easily calculate the energy usage difference between
the two different forms of resource management information updates (direct reporting and
cooperative reporting):
Based on this let us define by Aeinergy the corresponding energy difference factor as follows:
It can be easily seen that in this case the cooperative reporting approach can save energy
compared to the direct reporting if &energy remains positive. In figure 5.2 we present some
numerical results of the energy difference factor energy  as a function of parameter Oil for
the case where k = 0 (e.g. neglecting the transmission overhead). The different curves
correspond to different values of parameter i (ratio of the distance between terminal i and
the CHA to the distance between the CHAD and the base station). From this figure we
observe that the energy difference factor energy could be positive or negative depending
on parameter Oil, which represents the relative position of the MT to the CHA and the base
station. We also observe that energy keeps positive approximately in the area {O i hR- < Bi <
27r}. If we assume that the MT is randomly and uniformly distributed around the CHA
(i.e. Bib is uniformly distributed in [O, 27]) the average energy difference factor energy  is
obtained as follows:
Figure 5.2 Energy Difference Factor vs. Parameter 0 for Different Values of K2
Therefore based on equation (5.6) we can easily see that the expectation of energyEnergy
for k = O, 4Aenergy(k=0)1, is always positive and independent with the parameter I. In
this case even though in principle the member terminal may not always save energy using
the cooperative reporting scheme, if it is randomly and evenly distributed around the CHA,
on the average the cooperative reporting mechanism is more energy efficient.
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In the following we investigate the impact of parameter k, which is the ratio between
the size of the overhead and the size of the message each MT should report to the base
station, on the energy difference factor &energy• Specifically figure 5.3 demonstrates how
the energy difference factor changes as a function of parameter O ilfor different values
of k, for the case where 1 = O.1. From this figure we observe that as k increases the
corresponding curves move upwards. That means the larger the overhead, the higher
the chance for the cooperative reporting scheme to save energy. Especially, if k = O.5,
independent of the value of 0 the cooperative reporting mechanism results in energy
savings. This is due to the fact that for larger values of k more overhead is saved during
the transmission from the CHA to the base station. Therefore if a group of MTs could
form a cluster and deliver their information to the base station by the cooperative 2-hop
mechanism significant energy savings may be achieved.
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5.2.2 Cluster with Q Mobile Agents
In this subsection we expand the above analysis for the case where A terminals (A agents)
are supported in a cluster. In direct reporting mode, all A terminals report their information
directly to the base station with 1-hop radio transmission. In the following without loss
of generality let us also assume that the agent at terminal A acts as the CHA. Then in
cooperative reporting mode, agents at terminals 1 to A — 1 deliver their information first to
the CHA - terminal A; then the CHA delivers the aggregated information (including its own
information) to the base station. Following a similar approach as before the corresponding
energy consumptions edict and coop can be obtained as follows:
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The average energy usage difference for the whole cluster with A terminals is
Based on the latter expression we can easily see that E[edt — e„,,p] can always keep
positive, even if k = O, therefore resulting in energy savings of the cooperative mode
over the direct reporting mode. From another point of view, the cooperative reporting
scheme also achieves to reduce the control traffic to the base station, which in some cases
may become a bottleneck due to the high traffic volume that needs to be handled by the
base station. If all the A mobile terminals send their information updates directly to the
base station, the base station will receive total traffic of A(1 + k)m bits, while under the
cooperative mode, only Am + km bits are sent to the base station, which results in a
difference of (A — 1)km bits.
5.3 A Distributed Cooperation Scheme for Information Updating in
Wireless Networks
In this section based on the observations and results presented in the previous sections, we
provide a detailed description of the distributed cooperative reporting scheme for resource
management in wireless networks. The scheme consists mainly of two parts: clustering
algorithm and query-reply-report information delivery interactions among the cluster head,
member agents and the base stations.
5.3.1 Clustering Scheme Design
In order to form the ad hoc cooperative reporting clusters before the information reporting,
the CHAs should be selected. Then the CHAD could inform their possible member agents
to collect the information and report the aggregated information to the base station.
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It should be noted here that subnetworking by clustering in wireless networks has
been studied in the literature in recent years (e.g., [63][64]). The clustering algorithms
proposed in these works are mainly for the purpose of multihop routing for any two
mobile terminals in wireless networks without the involvement of base stations (or access
points), especially in ad hoc wireless networks. The expected advantages from the
clustering include reuse of wireless resources, efficient routing management and power
considerations. As a result, the algorithms proposed in the literature, consider various
factors such as channel efficiency, route connectivity and performance optimization, and
in many cases are quite complicated and present large overheads. In our work the main
objective of clustering is the formation of independent groups with nodes close to each
other in order to reduce the energy and communication cost involved in reporting the
resource management related information to the base station. The algorithm should be
executed in a distributed fashion and within a relatively short time, in order not to affect
the management information updating process and reduce the overhead to form the ad-hoc
clusters. To reduce the complexity of the clustering algorithm, one-hop clustering [65]
approach is selected here, that is all member agents are only one hop away from the CHA.
Taking these factors into consideration the following distributed clustering algorithm
is proposed:
• Each agent at the MT starts a CHA selection timer at time point A (see figure 5.4).
This timer, which is randomly and uniformly distributed within a fixed time window
starting at time point A and ending at time point B, will time out at time point C. Let
us denote by U the next time point that resource management information updates
are required by the base station. The ending time point B of the time window should
be earlier than the pre-specified information update point U to allow the information
collection by the CHA.
• If an agent times out before getting any query from other agents, it sends out a query
message with controlled power that only terminals within a certain predefined query
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range r can hear. The agent sending out the query becomes the CHA. The impact of
the query range r (which defines the cluster size) on the overall performance of the
proposed approach is discussed in detail in section 5.2.
• If an agent receives a query from a CHA, it cancels its own CHA selection timer
and becomes a member to this CHA. The agent replies to the query with its updated
information.
• Before the updating time point U, the CHA should receive all the replies within its
query range and send the aggregated information to the base station.
In the above scheme, the ad-hoc agent clusters are formed in a totally distributed
manner. No central station is involved nor any information need to be exchanged among the
individual terminals before the CHA is determined. Because the timeout point is randomly
and uniformly distributed in a fixed time window TAB, in principle every agent has the same
probability to be selected as the CHA. We refer to this scheme as the Random Timeout
Cluster Head Selection (RTCHS) algorithm. Later in the chapter an enhanced version
of this scheme is designed in order to improve the fairness of the overall CHA selection
process, especially in consecutive CHA selection cycles.
5.3.2 Query-Reply-Report Interaction
As mentioned before once a CHA is determined, the CHA broadcasts a query message to
inform its possible cluster members. After hearing the query, the member agent sends all
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the management related data, destined for the base station, to the CHA first. The specific
query-reply-report interaction scheme assumed here is as follows. The CHA broadcasts
its ID and its coordinates to the possible neighbor nodes (e.g. within a certain range r).
Then the MEA that heard the query calculates the distance to the CHA and adjusts its
transmission power to the required level to deliver its information update to the CHA. In
certain time period, the CHA may collect all the replies from MEAs and then report the
aggregated information to the corresponding agent at the base station.
5.4 Fairness Improvement of the Clustering Algorithm
5.4.1 Fairness Discussion of the RTCHS Scheme
The proposed RTCHS algorithm is a fair scheme for every agent in each independent CHA
selection cycle, in the sense that all agents have the same probability to be selected as CHA.
Specifically if A agents are involved into the CHA selection procedure, since all the agents
have the same CHA selection time window and the timeout point is uniformly distributed
in the time window, they all have the same probability of 1/A to be selected as CHA.
However the RTCHS algorithm is a memoryless algorithm in successive CHA
selection processes (cycles). Let us consider the situation where the CHA selection may
repeat N times during the residual time of MTs in a cell and the A terminals are always
close enough to form a cluster. Lets us denote by x the random variable that represents
the times that an agent is selected as CHA throughout these N cycles. Random variable
x follows binomial distribution with expected value E[x] = N/A, and variance equal to
N(1/Q) (1 — 1/A). This means that the variance may increase with the value of N - total
CHA selection cycles. Therefore it is possible that some agents could keep to be selected as
CHAs for a relatively long time. The direct effect is that these agents that act as CHAD for
long time consume more energy and they may exhaust energy of the MTs they associated
with much faster than other terminals. As a result the RTCHS scheme may introduce
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unfairness during the various cycles of the CHA selection procedure. Similar unfairness
may be introduced due to the mobility of the various MTs.
5.4.2 An Enhanced Fair CHA Selection Scheme
In order to improve the fairness of the RTCHS algorithm, we propose a Fair Variable Time
Window (FVTW) enhanced RTCHS (FVTW-RTCHS) algorithm. To achieve that, for each
mobile we introduce a new parameter, the Fairness Index (H). The H on one hand provides
a measure of the fairness in selecting the CHA, while on the other hand is used by the
algorithm as a feedback from the previous selection cycles to adjust the probability that an
agent is selected as CHA in order to achieve fairness. The H is updated as follows. Every
time a mobile agent is selected as CHA, for each mobile agent it supports (e.g. for each
member agent of its cluster) it receives one credit point (i.e. its FIB increases by one unit).
That is, the FIB of an MT that is selected as CHA will increase in one cycle by as many units
as the number of the members of its cluster. At the same time when a member agent is
supported via some other CHA it looses one credit point (e.g. its FIB is reduced by one unit).
If FIB equals to O, the Mobile Agent is in a balanced fairness status; otherwise, the MT is in
an unbalanced status.
In order to achieve fairness in an easy and efficient way we can use the H of each
mobile in a distributed and dynamic way to control the time window used for the CHA
selection algorithm. Specifically, as shown in figure 5.4, let us suppose that in the RTCHS
algorithm, the starting and ending time points of the fixed time window are A and B
respectively (B > A). In FVTW algorithm, the starting and ending time points of the
time window are denoted by a and b respectively, while before the cooperative reporting,
all the agents are assumed to have FIB = O. According to the the proposed FVTW-RTCHS
algorithm , each MT should execute the following steps:
1. Compute the starting and ending points a and b of the time window as:
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2. Execute the RTCHS algorithm;
3. Update the Fairness Index as explained before;
In the algorithm above, w is the window shrinking factor (larger than 1). In this chapter,
for demonstration only purposes and without loss of generality, we set w = 2.
In the following we present some properties related to the operation of the proposed
FVTW-RTCHS algorithm, which demonstrate its capability to improve the CHA selection
fairness and to guarantee some bounds on the Fairness Index, which can not be satisfied
under the operation of the RTCHS algorithm as mentioned before.
Corollary 1: In a fixed cluster (I) with A MTs (i.e. all nodes remain in the cluster
during successive cycles of the cooperation process), the sum of the Fairness Indices of all
the A nodes is always equal to O.
Corollary 2: When the FVTW-RTCHS algorithm is applied to select the CHA,
terminals with the same H have the same probability to be chosen as the CHA.
Property 1: A agent with positive Fairness Index will not be selected as the CHA if
there is at least one terminal with negative Fairness Index close to it.
Proof: From the FVTW algorithm, we can easily see that the time window of a terminal
with positive FIB will not overlap with the time window of a terminal with negative FIB; we
can also see that the ending point of the time window of an MT with negative FIB is always
earlier than the starting point of the time window of an MT with positive FIB.
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Property 2: For those agents with all negative Fairness Indices, the agent with the
smaller FIB has higher probability to be chosen as the CHA.
respectively. These two time windows have the same starting time point but the time
window of agent v is larger than the time window of agent u by ElBFf4.)1+1(B2A)B.
According to the RTCHS algorithm the timeout point is uniformly distributed in the
corresponding time window, therefore agent u which has a smaller time window (but the
same starting time point with agent v), has higher probability to be chosen as CHA.
Property 3: For those agents with all positive Fairness Indices, the agent with the
smaller FIB has higher probability to be chosen as the CHA.
respectively. These two time windows have the same ending time point but the time window
According to the RTCHS
algorithm the timeout point is uniformly distributed in the corresponding time window, and
therefore agent u which has the larger time window (but the same ending time point with
terminal v), has higher probability to be chosen as CHA.
Property 4: In a cluster (I) with A agents, if all terminals remain in the same cluster
during successive cycles of the cooperation process, the Fairness Index of any agent in the
cluster is bound within the interval [1 — Q, A — 1].
Proof: Let us assume that at the beginning all terminals are at their fair status. That is:
In the following we consider the operation of FVTW-RTCHS
scheme in successive CHA selection cycles. Based on Corollary 2, since all terminals start
with the same FIB they have the same probability to be selected as CHAs at the beginning.
Therefore without loss of generality we assume that terminal 1 is selected as the CHA in
CHA selection cycle 1. As a result Fl t = A — 1 and Fl, = —1 for all i > 1. Because of
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property 1, in the next CHA selection cycle (e.g. cycle 2) the CHA will be selected among
terminals i, i = 2, 3, ...A. All these terminals have the same FIB and therefore the same
probability to be selected as CHA. Without loss of generality we assume that terminal 2 is
selected as CHA in this cycle. After that operation the values of the Fls of all the terminals
as CHA according to FVTW-RTCHS algorithm. At that point FIB = 0 for all nodes. As a
result the cooperation process will repeat from the initial status. Therefore from the above
cooperation process we conclude that the Fairness Index of any node in the cluster is bound
within the interval [1 — A, A — 1].
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of
achievable energy savings and fairness. In order to quantify and obtain a better
understanding of the improvements achieved by the cooperative schemes RTCHS and
FVTW-RTCHS, we compare their performance with the corresponding performance of
a conventional direct reporting mechanism where each agent individually updates its
information to the base station adopting the one-to-one resource management information
exchange paradigm. In the following, we first describe the model and assumptions used
throughout our performance study. Then we present the corresponding numerical results
that demonstrate the achievable energy savings and fairness, and discuss some tradeoffs of
the design parameters of the proposed cooperative approach.
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5.5.1 Model and Assumptions
In the following we consider a single cell system which is represented by a circle with
radius of 1500 meters. All agents at mobile terminals are assumed to update their
management information (bandwidth reservation and location) to the base station every
3 seconds. The mobile terminals are randomly distributed in the cell and each terminal
is assigned with a random initial position inside the cell, a random moving direction
and an initial moving speed which is chosen according to a uniform distribution in the
interval [O, 24]meterslsecond. The speed (d) and direction (0) are updated every 10 seconds
according to the following model:
where Ad models the accelerationldeceleration of the mobile user and is a uniformly
distributed random variable over the interval [-2meters/second, meters second]; AO
characterizes the user's change in moving direction and is a uniformly distributed variable
over the interval [-O.57,O.57]; p is a uniformly distributed random variable over the
interval [O,1]. The use of variable p allows us to simulate the situation where a mobile
user may stop occasionally during the course of moving.
In most of the following experiments and results, unless otherwise indicated, all
terminals are assumed to be moving inside the cell according to the model described
above, and at each information update time point different terminals may form clusters
with different partners. The sizes of the various messages involved in the corresponding
experiments are as follows: size of management information update of each terminal is
mmgt = 96 bits, and size of the query message is m—query = 80 bits.
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5.5.2 Numerical Results and Discussion: Energy Consumption
In figure 5.5, we compare the average total energy consumed by the whole system for the
information management updates under the various strategies, as a function of the query
range (cluster size) for different values of parameter k, in a 200-terminal wireless network.
It should be noted here that the total energy consumed by the cooperative approaches
includes both the energy used for the transmission of the actual management information
updates to the CHA and from there to the base station, as well as the additional energy
required for the creation of the clusters (e.g. cluster formation and query-reply interaction).
As expected the total energy consumption under the direct reporting scheme remains
the same, and independent of the query range. RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS present
very similar performance, both outperforming significantly the conventional reporting
mechanism in most of the cases. Furthermore as can be seen in figure 5.5 the energy savings
achieved by the cooperative approaches increase significantly as parameter k increases.
For both cooperative reporting schemes (RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS) at the
beginning the total energy consumption decreases as the query range r increases, while
after some point it starts increasing again with the increase of the query range. As can
be observed in figure 5.5 in some special cases when the query range increases a lot (e.g.
for the case of k = 0 when the range is larger than 500 meters), it is possible that the
energy usage of the cooperative schemes may even become larger than the corresponding
one under the conventional direct reporting scheme. As we analyzed in section 5.2, if the
ratio i of the distance between the MEA and the CHA to the distance between the CHA
to the base station is i < 0, then on average the whole system saves some energy for
the transmission of the management information updates. However as mentioned before
some additional energy is consumed by the system in order to form the clusters. The larger
the query range (cluster size), the larger the overhead of forming the cluster. Therefore
there is some limit on the query range, beyond which the cooperative scheme may even
under-perform the conventional direct reporting scheme. Furthermore as can be seen by
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figure 5.5 the optimal value of the query range where the energy consumption reaches its
minimum value under the cooperative schemes moves to the right - towards larger values of
the cluster sizes - as parameter k increases (e.g. from 300 for k=0 to 400 for k=0.5). Similar
observation can be made from figure 5.6 where the corresponding results for a 400-terminal
scenario are presented.
Figure 5.5 Average total energy consumption for 200 terminals vs. query range
5.5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion: Cluster Sizes
As discussed in section 5.2, in cooperative schemes the CHAs may consume much more
energy than their member agents, depending on the number of member agents and the
corresponding position of the CHA. In order to avoid situations where an agent that is
selected as CHA exhausts its energy very fast, we need to limit the cluster size so that
only a limited number of member agents are included in one cluster. Figure 5.7 presents
the average number of clusters formed at different query ranges when total number of
terminals in one cell are 100, 200 and 400 respectively. As can be seen from this figure for
the case of 400 terminals when the query range varies from 100 meters to 600 meters the
Figure 5.6 Average total energy consumption for 400 terminals vs query range
average number of clusters formed varies from 193 to 18.7. As a result the average number
of terminals in one cluster (including the cluster head) may vary from 2.07 to 21.39, which
means that at certain time points, a CHA may consume its energy much faster than the
normal usage. However at later points, due to the proposed cooperative approach, these
nodes will obtain significant energy savings by participating in the clusters of other CHAs
and using the two-hop approach to transmit their management information updates to the
base station.
5.5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion: Fairness
Figure 5.8 presents the changes of the fairness index of a randomly selected terminal
(e.g. terminal O) as time evolves in successive cooperative reporting operations and CHA
selections under the RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS schemes in the 400-terminal scenario.
We can easily see from this figure that without the fairness enhancement (e.g. under
the RTCHS scheme), the FIB of terminal 0 changes irregularly with very large deviations
(from —5 to +150) from the fair status (i.e. FIB = O). On the other hand under the
FVTW-RTCHS operation the FIB of the same terminal 0 has smaller deviations around
its fair status (from —10 to +40). This happens because the Fair-Variable-Time-Window
algorithm acts as a feedback controller to adjust the fairness index from any unfair status
(positive or negative) to its fair status. The first and second moments of the FIB of terminal 0
for 2000 successive CHA selection cycles under the FVTW-RTCHS scheme are -0.10 and
69.62 respectively which confirms the fairness aspect of the FVTW-RTCHS scheme, while
the corresponding values under the RTCHS scheme are 77.72 and 7487.3 respectively. It
should be noted however here that although the fairness index (as shown in figure 5.8)
under the FVTW-RTCHS scheme achieves smaller deviation, we still can not guarantee
that the FIB is bounded because terminals from different clusters with different FIs could
re-form a new cluster as the system evolves and the nodes move. However, if the members
of a cluster keep unchanged during successive cooperative reporting procedures (this could
be the case for wireless users that are not moving too fast or too often, such as in wireless
LAN networks), the FVTW-RTCHS scheme can guarantee the bound of the FIs as it was
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shown in property 4 in section 4.2 and the system can achieve better performance in terms
of fairness.
Figure 5.8 Fairness Index evolution vs. time under RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS
To demonstrate this we have performed a controlled experiment where we
constrained 10 terminals within a small area and set the query range appropriately to 300
meters so that these 10 terminals can always form the same clusters, no matter which
terminal is selected as the cluster head throughout the successive cooperative reporting
processes during the duration of our experiment. We recorded the changes of the FIs for
two randomly selected terminals, i.e. terminals 1 and 3, and in figure 5.9 we present the
corresponding results under the RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS algorithms. From this figure
we see that under RTCHS operation the FIs of both terminals deviate significantly from
their fair status, while under the FVTW-RTCHS operation the corresponding FIs are always
bounded within {-9, +9]. The actual changes of the FIs for the two mobiles under the
FVTW-RTCHS algorithm for the time interval between points 600 and 900 seconds, can
be more closely observed in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9 FIB evolution of the two terminals vs. time under RTCHS and FVTW-RTCHS
Figure 5.10 Fairness Index of the two terminals vs time under FVTW-RTCHS
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5.6 Concluding Remarks
In traditional cellular networks the implementation of management functions, such as
bandwidth reservation and location updates, are based on the direct information exchange
paradigm between the mobile terminals and the base station, which could prove to be costly
in terms of transmit energy consumed, especially in next generation wireless networks
where a highly dense network is expected.
In this chapter we designed and demonstrated the use of a distributed cooperative
scheme that can be applied in the future wireless networks to improve the energy
consumption for the routine management processes of mobile terminals, by adopting
the peer-to-peer communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks. The proposed
scheme consists mainly of two parts: the distributed clustering algorithm (Random
Timeout Cluster Head Selection - RTCHS) and the query-reply-report information delivery
interactions among the cluster head, member agents and the base stations. The performance
evaluation process and the corresponding numerical results presented here demonstrated
the significant system energy savings that can be achieved through the use of the
cooperative approach. Furthermore several tradeoffs of parameters involved in the design
of the proposed scheme, such as the cluster size, the query range, etc. were discussed and
evaluated.
Another critical issue, associated with the effectiveness of the distributed cooperative
scheme is the fairness in the process of selecting the various cluster heads. Based on our
discussion the RTCHS algorithm, although provides a fair scheme for every agent in every
independent CHA selection cycle, it may introduce some unfairness in successive CHA
selection processes (cycles), due to its memoryless characteristic and to the fact that nodes
may re-form new clusters as the system evolves and the terminals move. Therefore to
improve the fairness of the RTCHS algorithm, a Fair Variable Time Window (FVTW)
enhanced RTCHS (FVTW-RTCHS) algorithm is also proposed and evaluated, which uses
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the Fairness Index as a feedback from the previous selection cycles to appropriately adjust
the probability that an agent is selected as CHA.
It should be noted that in the proposed FVTW-RTCHS algorithm the FIB of an agent
increases by one credit for each terminal it supports when it acts as CHA, independent
of the relative positions of the CHA and the supported agents. However by supporting
one member agent in the cluster, CHAs with different positions in the cell may consume
different energy. In order to let the fairness index reflect the energy consumption of cluster
heads, the credits could be weighted. For example one such approach, that still maintains
low complexity, could be to evenly divide the cell in H grids (circular zones), where the
CHA in grid a will have its obtained credits weighted by an (where n takes values between
2 and 4 due to the wireless transmission energy consumption rule). Correspondingly, agents
could get weighted negative credits. The study and design of such enhanced algorithms
would be the future research work.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
One of the main features that will strongly characterize the future telecommunications is
heterogeneity. Various access technologies and standards co-exist in the world today, and
the future communication network that will evolve from the current networks, is expected to
be a combination of various multi-domain, multi-provider, multi-technology systems. For
instance today's many different wireless systems, ranging from Personal Area Networks
(PANs), Wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) to wide-area cellular systems, are often not
compatible with each other, which makes it difficult for a user to move from one system to
another. In order to meet the objectives of instant adaptability to the users' requirements
and of interoperability and seamless operation within the heterogeneous 4G environment,
flexibility in terms of network and resource management will be a key design issue for the
future network architectures.
The new emerging technology of agent programming has arisen in the distributed
programming field as a flexible and complementary way of managing resources of a
distributed system, and is a challenging opportunity for delivering more flexible services
and dealing with network programmability. Distributing intelligence across the network
allows the fast exploitation of more advanced services that can dynamically adapt to
the users' requirements. Therefore in this dissertation the mobile agent technology is
studied as the underlying vehicle and paradigm for providing flexible and dynamic resource
management services. Specifically this dissertation mainly focuses on: a) the design of
models that provide a generic framework for the evaluation and analysis of the performance
and tradeoffs of the mobile agent management paradigm; b) the development of MA based
resource and network management applications. The analytical models developed in this
dissertation can be used as a tool to evaluate the candidate various management paradigms
for specific tasks and applications. Furthermore, the use of the mobile agent technology
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is considered and demonstrated in various network and resource management applications
for different networking environments.
For instance, with the rise of packet-oriented wireless networks and powerful mobile
terminals, various applicationslservices are under development such as location-aware
navigation guides, financial applications, personal assistance services and entertainment.
Future mobile communication systems will be characterized by high throughput,
integration of services, heterogeneity, flexibility and adaptability. Although the out-coming
new radio technology will bring more bandwidth at air interface, if not managed properly,
the bandwidth resources will not meet the requirements of future users. These trends,
along with the convergence of communications, information, commerce and computing,
are creating a significant demand and opportunity for multimedia personal communication
services. Recognizing this trend and need, in this dissertation, we introduced and
designed a management framework, based on Mobile Agent technology, that supports, with
flexibility and efficiency, the functionality of resource management, and thus can meet the
objective of providing flexible Q0S-enabled seamless multimedia services to mobile users
in next generation mobile communication systems.
Given the observation that over the past twenty years there has been a steady progress
towards making computers more mobile, and considering the fundamental energylpower
limitations of the mobile terminals and of radio technology, the efficient and fair distributed
cooperation among the mobile agents, in order to perform the corresponding resource
management functions with energy efficiency, is introduced, investigated and analyzed in
this dissertation.
6.1 Contributions
The specific contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
• The use and the benefits of the mobile agent based management paradigm in the
network and resource management process is demonstrated, through the introduction
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of a commercial application of a multioperator network, and the investigation of
the application of agents to provide the underlying framework and structure for its
implementation and deployment. It is demonstrated that the mobile agent technology
helps overcome several implementation and design issues associated with the need
for distributed operation of various network and resource management tasks and
algorithms. Such considerations include balancing of the resource management
computational load in the network, dynamic fault tolerance, customized service
provisioning.
• A general analytical model and framework for the evaluation of various network
management paradigms is introduced and discussed. It is also illustrated how
the developed analytical framework can be used to quantitatively evaluate the
performances and tradeoffs in the various computing paradigms, by comparing the
performances of the mobile agent based paradigm with the corresponding ones of the
Client-Server mode, under different scenarios. Guidelines and observations about the
conditions that the MA based approach outperforms the traditional CS approach are
also provided.
• The design tradeoffs for choosing the MA based management paradigm to develop
a flexible resource management scheme in wireless networks are discussed and
evaluated. The integration of an advanced bandwidth reservation mechanism which
facilitates the efficient and seamless operation of the handoff process, with a
bandwidth reconfiguration based call admission control strategy that supports flexible
QoS management, is also proposed. A framework based on the technology of mobile
agents is introduced for the efficient implementation of the proposed integrated
resource and QoS management.
• The use of a distributed cooperative scheme among the mobile agents is introduced,
which can be applied in the future wireless networks, to improve the energy
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consumption for the routine management processes of mobile terminals, by adopting
the peer-to-peer communication concept of wireless ad-hoc networks. In traditional
cellular networks the implementation of management functions, such as bandwidth
reservation and location updates, are based on the direct (one hop) information
exchange paradigm between the mobile terminals and the base station, which
could prove to be costly in terms of transmit energy consumed, especially in next
generation wireless networks where a highly dense network is expected. In the
proposed cooperative approach the network is subdivided into ad hoc subnetworks
(clusters) where the agents of each cluster cooperate in order to perform the
required management functions, reducing the overall wireless communication cost.
In this kind of cooperative reporting scheme, the conventional individual direct
report transmissions of the MAs to the base station are replaced by two-hop
transmissions. The performance evaluation process and the corresponding numerical
results demonstrate the significant system energy savings that can be achieved
through the use of the mobile agent cooperative approach, while several design issues
and tradeoffs involved in the proposed scheme, such as the fairness of the mobile
agents involved in the management activity, are identified and analyzed.
6.2 Future Work
The main research efforts in this dissertation, focused on the design and analysis of
enhanced network and resource management applications based on the mobile agent
technology. This study, analyzed several aspects and tradeoffs of the use of mobile agent
technology in wired and wireless networks, and demonstrated the flexibility and advantages
that it brings into the overall network and resource management process. However, in
order to optimize the overall performance of the network management process and the
mobile agent system itself, mobile agent behavior oriented models should be also studied
and developed. The analytical model developed in this dissertation, mainly considered the
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scenario where a mobile agent is serving a group of nodes belonging to one management
task. Future work should be dedicated to using this model as a tool to optimize the whole
system, which may contain several management sub tasks.
Furthermore, the development and use of different agent dissemination strategies
may significantly impact the performance, especially in completing periodical management
tasks. Towards that direction, different MA dissemination strategies need to be designed
and analyzed. Such strategies may range from the "no-clone" strategy, where the entity
of the MA itself with some computational status move to the next node, to the "cloned"
strategy, where a copy of the MA is generated and moves to the next node, while the
original MA stays at the previous node. The no-clone strategy can keep the number of
MAs in the system low while at the same time the memory usage at each node is low
as well. The tradeoff is that the traffic of moving the MA among the nodes increases.
On the other hand, the clone strategy decreases the traffic and time of transportation of
MAs among the nodes when the task is repeated periodically, however the number of MAs
co-existing in the system increases, and the memory usage at each node increases as well.
More generally, the issue of how two or more management tasks could efficiently share one
or more groups of mobile agents during the management task process, in order to minimize
the system resource usage overhead, is of research and practical importance.
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